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LAWS CITED ON MAY R
Churchill Puts
Demonstrators
On Probation
City and state charges of dis-
orderly conduct were placed
against some 117 striking sani-
tation workers and their sup-
porters when the group refused
to leave the Council Room of
City Hall on Tuesday, March
5.
But when the defendants ap-
peared in City Court on Thurs-
day, March 7, Judge Ray
Churchill placed all ob pro-
bation for 60 days, and said
the charges would be dismiss-
ed if they were not arrested
again within that period.
At the same time, Judge
Churchill said the defeadants,
which included more than a
dozen ministers, had used bad
judgment when they declared
SENGSTACKE SAYS:
Black Business
Role Missing
In Riot Report
CHICAGO — John H. Seng-
stacke, editor and punlisher,
of the New Pittsburgh Courierl
and a number of other publi-
cations throughout the country,
stated the President's Riot
Commission report "failed to
recognize the role of Negro
business as a means of help-
ing relieve tension in the
ghettos."
Sengstacke, a member of
President Johnson's Business-P
men A 11 iance Commission
which is to establish 500,000
jobs for the hard-core unem-
ployed said, "Negro businesses
that are located in poverty
areas could successfully train
the hard-core unemployed."
The Daily Defender pub-
lisher contended that inde-
pendent action taken by Negro
businesses could help solve
many of the nation's racial
problems.
Sengstacke, who agreed for
the most part; with the con-
clusions drawn by Gov. Otto
Kerner and civil disorder's
committee, made this obser-
vation:
"The President's bi-partisan
Commission on Civil Disorders
will long be remembered for
the tremors it has caused in
heretofore impassive America.1
"its fearless criticism of
white racism as a central fac-
tor in the disorders that have
played havoc with both the
human conscience and social
order, may mark the begin-
ning of an awakening which
has been too long in the mak-
ing," he asserted.
"Though it exposes ia ad-
miral style and logic, the fal-
lacies of the white society —
though it penetrates with un-
usual force the dense fog that
has hidden in the past the true
character of the racial land-
scape — though it reveals in
they would "sit right here 'tit
Shiloh come," when ordered
by officers to leave the hall.
Prosecuting the case on be-
half of the city were Asst. City
Attorneys Joe Canale and Fri-
erson Graves. The defendants
were represented by W. Otis
Higgs.
Atty. Higgs said that his
clients were in the council
chamber to talk with three or
four councilmen who had re-
mained behind, and that the
officials were still there when
the detachment of abput 50 of-
ficers went to the chamber
and Stt. Chief Henry Lux in-
formed them that they were
under arrest.
He said that since the de-
fendants as taxpayers were
not being disorderly in remain-
ing in the building, and that
the law cited by the prosecu-
tion did not refer to a public
building.
The strike appeared nowhere
near settlement this week as
litter continued to pile up on
city streets, and collections by
garbage crews were restricted
to small areas.
The issue that keeps the men
frnm going back to work is
the check-off requested by the
union, a demand that Mayor
Henry Loeb has refused to
concede to.
Mayor Loeb appeared at two
public functions on Thursday
and Friday and was given a
standing ovation by those pres-
ent.
Dirksen Sees
Garbage Piles
On Visit Here
"If you haven't been in the
garbage business you haven't
lived. I've been in it up to
my ears and we'll get through
with it I promise you," is the
preface Mayor Henry Loeb
gave before he presented the
key to the city to Republican
Minority Leader Everett M.
Dirksen, Friday night at the
GOP one hundred dollar plate
dinner in the Grand Ballroom
of the Chisca Hotel Friday'
March 8.
The Senator from Illinois,
said "Somehow before the
plane got to Memphis I sensed
something," before he went
on to talk about party unity.
He said that the country needs
a transfusion—Republican vic-
tory from the White House to.
City Hall.
U.S. R e presentative Dan
Kuykendall said, "Thank
goodness we don't have gar-
bage strikes in the U.S. Con-
gress." The Congressman will
seek re-election to his office
in November.
Negro Republicans were ,,n
STRIKE SUPPORTERS —
Some 300 young people
took part in a demonstra-
tion in front of City Hall
last week in support of
striking sanitation workers,
and the march took the
form of a mock, funeral for
ROY WILKINS
Roy Wilkins
To Memphis
Roy
rector
Is Coming
Thursday
Wilkins, executive di-
of the National As-
sociation for the Advancement
of Colored People, New York
City, will be in Memphis for
a mass rally to be held at the
Clayborn Temple AME church
on Thursday night, March 14,
at 8 p.m.
t • made• • their The announcemen s4as clear perspective the danger y absence. 1 
of unrelieved poverty and sin
- yMrs. Maxine A. Smith, 
n- 
' ecutive secretary of the 
ex-
a ingM m-
hostility between the phis branch of the NAACP, and
two races, the report failed to Two Speakers For
bring into focus the utilization
of the Negro business as a
ready source for pushing
through much of the Presi-
dent's d o m estic program,
which is now in trouble.
"Negro businesses located
in poverty areas could train
hard-core unemployed. Such
businesses would be reimburs-
ed either by direct payments
or ,by tax credits. Such a
scheme would bring quick
relief to the depressed com-
munities, eliminate tensions
and anxieties and reinforce the
structural haw of Negro busi-
ness organizations which are
See Page 2
Lenten Services
Two persons are scheduled
to speak during special Sunday
evening Lenten worship serv-
ices at Second Congregational
church.
, Rev. S. B. Kyles, pastor of
Monumental Baptist church,
will speak on Sunday,
March 17, and the speaker on
Sunday, March 31. will be Dr.
Wilmer MacNair of Memphis
;tate University. Both will
speak at 7 p.m.
The Rev. John Chirles Mic-
kle is pastor.
Rev. J a mes M. Lawson,
chairman of the Community
on Move Equality for the
branch.
Mrs. Branch said Mr. Wil-
kins will be speaking here in
Memphis in support of the san-
itation workers who are on
strike for higher wages and
recognition of the union.
Mr. Wilkins was in Memphis
two years ago.
Local NAACP Official
Complains Of Arrest
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, execu- I
levening, March 5
tive secretary of the Memphis
branch of the NAACP, has
complained to- Frank C. Iloilo-
man, director of Fire and Po-
lice, about the mistreatment
and lack of courtesy shown her
when she was arrested in a
group of 117 persons arrested
in the City Hall on Tuesday
Mrs. Smith said that she
was the only woman in a group
of men being processed in the
police headquarters, and one
officer made her go into the
men's rest room, which was
bing used by men.
See Page 2
justice. The youth's march
was held in support of the
month long strike of sani•
tation workers and lasted
for two hours. (Staff photo)
Four Persons Victims
question of what is legal and
what is illegal, in reference to
the Sanitation Workers' strike,
has been raised by concerned
citizens. In an effort to keep
our readership informed by
presenting fads in straight-
forward manner, the DEFEN-
DER has consulted one of
Memphis' foremost authorities
on the City Charter. The fol-
lowing article cites ordinances
of the present city charter that
are being violated by the city
administration.)
r city, or on the property of as.
(NOTE — In recent weeks, the I other."
A fine of up to ;50 and court
costs can be imposed against
any person violating ordinance
19-13. 
•
The Charter of the City of
Memphis states, "The Mayor
shall be responsible to the
Council for the administration
of all units of the City gov-
ernment under his jurisdiction
and for carrying out policies
adopted by the Council."
The Charter also states, "the
Mayor . . . shall see that the
ordinances and provisions of
the Charter are observed . . ."
City ordinance 19-13 says,
"It shall be a misdemeanor
for any person to place any
garbage, straw, dirt, chips,
swill, nails, iron, glass, fruit
peelings, melon rinds, paper,
shavings, rags, hair, or other
rubbish in any street, side-
walks, alley, public park, park-
way, square or place of the
Mayor Henry Loeb has on
many occasions accused the
striking city employees of
breaking the law. But there is
no law that ..says a city em-
ployee cannot join a union of
his own choice or that it is il-
legal for the city of Memphis
to -eontract- with the city em-
ployee's union to, check off
dues and for other union bene-
fits.
Reliable sources report that
sanitations workers who have
remained on the job and the
new men that have been hired
are being worked overtime
and on Sundays but are only
beeng paid for straight time.
City ordinance 27 states, "A le-
gal day's work on any muni-
cipal work, by any laborer,
foreman or straw-boss whose
compensation is based on the
day or fraction thereof, shall
be eight hours." City ordinance
30 says, "Emergency work
performed at night and on the
Sabbath shall be paid for at
one and one-half the rate for
regular employment, the same
to be certified on the pay
rolls."
One of the basic constitu-
see Page 2
In Weekend Shootings Final Rites Held For
Four persons were shot in filed. The shooting occurred Retired Letterthree separate incidents overcarly Sunday morning at
the weekend, and the condi-, 12:45 a.m.
tion of one, a young expectant Two brothers, Jesse James,
mother accidentally shot by i 18, and Frank James, 17, of
her brother, was listed as criti- 730 Bullington st-, are in John
cal. 
. Gsstqa Hospital After being
Miss Nettie Mae James, 18, shot at an unknown address
of 1523 Kansas st., is in John' on Norman st. during a dance.
Gaston hospital in critica. con- Jesse James was shot in thedition after being shot in the right side and under the arm,
stomach by her brother. Percy and Frank was struck in the
Lee James, 19, of the same left leg and elbow before they
address. fled from the house and went
The young woman lost her to a service station where they in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, andbaby a result of the shooting
. called police, would have been 92 years oldPolice s4id that the James
youth rushed hOme and grab- -They told officers that they on his birthday.
bed the shotgun with the in- were attending the partywhen He was a carrier with the
a youth about their ages came United States Post Office untiltentions of shooting another
person, but shot his sister 
out 
of an adjoining room and his retirement in 1941.
when she attempted to stop started shooting at them. He held a Life Membership
him. Both boys were admitted to in the National Association of
Inspector N. E. Zachary, John Gaston Hospital and Sre Letter Carriers for fifty con-
head of the Homicide Division listed in fair condition. secutive years of service. ,He
of the Memphis Police De- Abraham Johnson, t, of also served as treasurer of the
partment, said the investiga_ 1444 Coker st., was shot in Letter Carriers Mutual Associa-
tion is continuing in an effort the left shoulder by an an- tion for thirty-five years.
to see what charges should bel known person while standing Marshall was elder emeritus
— in front of a cafe at 647 Fire- at the Parkway Gardens Pres-
New Station
To Give. Prizes son had a pistol and asked his Christian spirit and devoted'
• 
Lewis. Minus Phillips. Jr.,
would shoot him. He is survived by his daugh-,
Mr.
 
and John Cox, Taylor Ward. Em-Johnson said he thought ter and son-in-law,
Mrs. John Outlaw with whom; mett Simon and Frank Wil-
he lived at 1477 South Parkway. liams. Interment was in Elm-
Mrs. Outlaw is a retired Mem-1 wood Cemetery with T. H.phis City School Teacher and
Hayes and Sons Funeral Diree•Mrs. Outlaw teaches at Carver
High School.
stone st. byterian Church. He was elect-
He told officers that the per- ed to this office because of
•
new Myles Pure Oil Station at
the corner of Linden and Dan-
ny Thomas blvd. will be cele-
brated on Friday and Satur-
day, March 15, and 16, and
free prizes will be given to
patrons on those days.
One pound packages of
Cribbs Sausage will be given
to the first 100 persons on Fri-
day and Saturday who buy 10
I gallons of gas or more; two
' eight packs of Double Cola
will be given with the purchase
of four quarts of High HP Mo-
tor oil; and an eight-pack of
Double Cola will be given with
ID-gallon fill-ups of Firebird
gasoline.
To be eligible for prizes,
motorists will need • coupons
appearing inside of this week's
Tri-State Defender!
Plantation??
WASHINGTON — (NP!) —
Charging that Howard univer-
sity is "nothing but a con-
temporary plantation," student
demonstrators took down two
American flags to dramatize
their insistence that the school
"must be made relevant to the
black community." The flags
were lowered, a student spokes-
man said, "because the Ameri-
can flag is supposed to wave
over the land of the free and
the home of the brave." The
demonstration was in Dart a
response to the slaying of three
students during a disturbance in
Orangeburg, S.C.
at Grand Opening
him whether he believed he
Funeral services for Walter
Marshall were held Thursday,
March 8, at 3:30 p.m. at Park-
way G a rdens Presbyterian
cliurch with the Rev. Ezetclei
Bell, pastor officiating. Tfe
was assisted by the Rev. J.
Cortez Atkins, pastor of Em-
Manuel Episcopal church.
Mr. Marshall died Monday
March 4, 1968 at Medicenter.
He was born March 16, 1876
Carrier
WALTER MARSHALL
The grand ... opening of the the man was only joking,
when he replied that he
not believe the man shot
and left.
No arrest in the case
been made on Monday.
and
did
him
had
PLANNING JUGS' SHOW
— 
"Mod-Mod — Kaleido-
scope" is the theme for the
14th annual JUGS' ball to
be staged in Holiday Hall
of the Holiday Inn-River
mont on Friday night,
March 29, and these mem-
service to the church.
bers are in charge of the
show and choreograph‘
From left are Mrs. Pearl
Gordon, Mrs. Norma Grif-
fin and Mrs. Joan Johnson,
Some 1,000 persons are ex-
pected at the ball, and Mrs.
Josephine Bridges, heal-
Pallbearers w e re Bennie
tOrs in charge.
lbw
ness manager for the or-
ganization, said m ore
than 800 tickets have al-
ready been purchased. This
sear 50 Living Ads will
participate in the ball.
(Continental Photo)
Win $$$....Play Tigerama At Your Esso' Station
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Yourns PICKET — Loeb's
barbeque has been the
scene, in the past week, of
massive picketing by teen-
agers. All business that car-
rs the name Loeb in addi-
lion to Main St. businesses,
business owned by city
councilmen and the two
daily newspapers are being
boycotted by supporters of
the Sanitation strikers. Ac.
• !°11
EXPLAINING RED HAT
Special to a lucky pros-
pect in the recent drive by
Union Protective Life In-
surance company is Clyde
Walker, right, of the com-
--
cording to au article in a
national business news-
paper, "downtown sales
tumbled 35 per cent last
week." (Staff Photo)
pany's East Memphis of-
fice. Standing at left is
Mrs. Queen Ann Starks.
Alumni Chapter At KC In Drive To Buy Books
The Knox \ ille chapter of the
Knoxville College Alumni As-
sociation is sponsoring its sev-
enth annual "Knoxville College
Appreciation Week" March
17-23.
The purpose of the observ-
ance is to buy books for thel
library. The Knoxville chapter
has set a $5.000 goal for this
year. each dollar to be matched
by a grantt from the Alfred
fliGGIBMOGGIIGGBIG•GOGGOGGIVIRRIGIGsuleam
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH $ •25is
a Effective November 29 1965 M
• 
 
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
• •
thru •
• 
 Friday
••
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
• 3100 Summer at Baltic
Pliemoulemm•em•ass•E wan meal°
Sat of Sun_ $1 25
Set Open SAM to 6 P
Sun. Open 8 A.M to 2 e
Morehouse Glee Club
Coming Here In April
The Alpha Beta chapter of
Alpha Pi Chi Sorority, Inc.,
will present its Annual Charity
and scholarship project a Con-
cert. featuring The Morehouse
College Glee Club under the
direction of Dr. Wendell P.
Whalum, on Monday night,
April 8, at 8 p.m., Bruce Hall,
LeMoyne College.
The first plans for this year's
Concert was announced by
Mrs. Lucille Gist, publicity
chairman for the Chapter's
philanthropic and scholastic
projects.
The proceeds from the Con-
Charmaine
cert will be used for the Chap-
ter's philanthropic and scholas-
tic projects. A scholarship will
be given to a young person
majoring in Journalism and
donations will be made to each
of the Chapter's charity pro-
jects.
Tickets maybe purchased
in advance at Davidson's Grill,
Curries N e w Hippodrome,
Mrs. Davidson, president of
the Chapter and any member
of the Chapter.
Admission in advance, $1.50,
at the door, $1,50.
Students tickets in advance,
75 cents, and at the door, $1.
ROman Feted Career Day
;On Birthday Is Friday
P. Sloan Foundation.
The Appreciation Week will
be climaxed with a dinner to be!
held in the College Center oat t-.
the Knoxville campus on
day. March 22. at 8 p.m.
The speaker will be Atty.
'George White, deputy attorney,
Equal Employment Officer,1
Tennessee Valley Authority. ,
A birthday party was held
for Charmaine Yvette Roman
at her home at 417 LaCledel
ave. on SaturcliY. March 2. It
was her eighth birthday anni-
versary.
Those ,helping her celebrate'
were Howard Ann and Christy.
Chandler. Lynne and Lorian
Hood, C y n thia Barksdale,
Deidre Young, Karen Mosby,
Tammie Kim and Katie Taylor,
Terri Fanion, Cheryl Buckner,
Albert Morgan, Reginald Pul-
len, Ricky Stewart and Susan
Jones.
Prizes were won by Deidre
Young, Karen Mosby and
Cheryl Buckner.
Assisting with the party were
Mrs. Martha Bernard, Char-
maine's grandmother; Miss
F. M. Ushrea, and her sisters,
Janice, Cheryl and Natalie
At LeMoyne
Annual Career Day was ob-
-rved Friday at LeMoyne
College with more than 20
consultants and r ecruiters
from federal agencies partici-
pating in the day-long affair. 
Former MHA Oflicial
To Be Honored May14
About 400 friends of Edwardi care of William J. Miles.
F. Barry, including entertainer MHA Board members recent-
Danny Thomas, will pay tribute
to the former chairman of the
Memphis Housing Authority
ly voted unanimously to create
the position of chairman emeri-
tus and to appoint Mr. Barry
Board of Commissioners at a to the post. Although the post
special breakfast May 14. carries with it no official vote,
Mr. Thomas, who will be the the commissioners wanted to
event's speaker, and Mr. Barry take advantage of Mr. Barry's
worked together in the estab. experience in Public Housing
lishment of St. Jude Children's and Urban Renewal while lion-
Research Hospital, becoming oring the man who served
close friends through their as- 32 years as a commissioner,
sociation. the last 17 as chairman.
The $5 per person breakfast Mr. Barry, who left the
Board last December, asked
not to be reappointed.
in the Crown Room on the
35th floor of the 100 North
Main Building, beginning at
8 a.m., will be sponsored by
employes of the Memphis Hous-
ing Authority and by mem- s
t'bers of the MHA Board.
Tickets may be obtained
from board members W. E.
Montgomery, Julius Lewis, Mrs
R. Q. Venson, Paul Borda and
Roane Waring Jr. Checks may
be mailed to P.O. Box 68 in
Friends Day
At Mt Olive
Cathedral on next Sunday,
Annual Friends Day will be
observed at the Mt. Olive,CME
A special 10:30 a.m. assem- March 17, in a program at
bly of students was addressed 3.30 p.m. The public is invited.
by William J. Phelps, a civil The program is being spoil-
service representative, and the sored by the Stewardess Board
No. 2, and will feature the
Douglass High School Singers
under the direction of Otnar
R. Robinson, Jr.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, exocutive
secretary of the Memphis Ur-
ban League.
Th 
  
  
e visiting officials lunched
Mrs. M.D. Cotral is presi-with students and later con-
ducted interviews. dent of the Stewardess Board. W • ii
T.C. Lightfoot is pastor
Career Day was coordinated 
by Dr. Ralph G. Johnson, a
professor of English at the
Cash Prizes
To Be Awarded
By DAC Club
Prizes totaling $18.00 will be
awarded to lucky ticket hold-
ers when the DAC club con-
ducts drawings at a meeting
to be held on Wednesday,
March 20, at the home of Mrs.
Mary E. Hicks of 1738 Foster
at. Three prizes will be given
away.
Mrs. E. Hooks of 286 Decatur
at. was hostess at the club's
last meeting.
Persons desiring tickets may
receive them by calling Mrs.
Alberta Ford at 525-99813, or
Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen, presi-
dent, at 527-0083.
STRIKERS PACK CHAM-
BER — Hundreds of strik-
ing city employees and
supporters filled the City
Council Chamber last
week. Pictured above are
many of the people who
were not allowed in the
chamber because of a "fire
ordinance" which prohibits
anyone, other than police-
men, to stand in the aisles
during a council meeting.
(Staff Photo)
Abe Scharff / 
Roman. college.
Art Month
Children's Art Month is now
being celebrated at the Vance,
Avenue branch of the Memphis
Public Library.
The display includes crayola l
drawings and water color
sketches from students at the
Leath. Florida and the River-
side Elementary schools.
BILL YOPP
SERVICE
IS OUR
BUSINESS
YOU OWE IT
TO YOURSELF
TO VISIT
JOHN ELLIS CHEVROLET
!CHEVY
I I
Dear Customer:
I want you to be one of the first to know
that am now associated with John Ellis
Chevrolet, the Mid-South's newest Chevro-
let dealer located on Airways at the airport.
I am proud to be a part of this organi-
zation. We have completely new facilities,
designed with you in mind.
Please come by soon and let me show
you around. We have the newest and best
selection in all lines of Chevrolets in the
city and we are offer i ng top trade- in al.
lowances so that we can build up our stock
of used cars.
Almost forgot...we have what we be-
lieve to be the finest service facility in the
entire Mid-South. I'd like to show it to you
personally. Bring your car in for a check-
up.
Sincerely,
JOHN ELLIS
CHEVROLET, INC.
3441 AIRWAYS Al the Airport\ 313-3000
MEMPHIS VISITOR —
Miss Erma Lee Laws, so-
ciety editor of the Tri-State
Defender, was among those
who attended a dinner last
Friday night at the Chis-
ca-Plaza hotel, and she is
seen here chatting with the
guest speaker, Senator Ev-
erett McKinley Dirksen of
Illinois. (Withers Photo)
15 YEAR-235 LI. NO. 1 R'00FING
$5.41 Poi- Sq.
We Do Not Sell Or Recommend Seconds
These Prices Good At Both Locations
LUMBER
YP Decking $69M
$25 ea.
$  OS lin. ft.
569M
$1.45
1 12 No. 2 Oak Flooring Shorts ...• • S49M
EM YP Fig S69M
ALUMINUM STORM DOORS
Full I" thick self storing $19.95
11/4" whit, solf storing $29.95
White Cross Buck, regular $69.95 NOW $39.9F
PLYWOOD
2x4-8' Thrifty Econ. Cedar
Ire C.adar Fencing
1110 Cedar Siding 
4 x8-' 2 " Blackboard 
Sabril
Montina
24.-x411'1 Plywood
2'sr and 2.11' 
4.211' prefinished Lau an paneling
S  01 en.
31 ea.
$2.97 ea.
ARMSTRONG FLOOR COVERING
Bls-ay $1.50 sq. yd.
Emboisid $2.36 sq. yd.
Brigade $2..36 sq. yd.
$2.45 sq. yd,
55.34 sq. yd.
THESE PRICES GOOD ONE WIliK ONLY
* STORE HOURS.*
MONDAY-FRIDAY 
 ...140 to 5:30
SATURDAY 6 7-30 to 5:00
H BWLDEY1MIAIII SUPPLY,ust.-
1129 FLORIDA
N4948-4555
1000ILROLITIV009
39:4327-4127
MEMPRIIIS,Troovessza-
•
aw
Continued
 
Host
Tournament
The Abe Scharff branch of
l the YMCA at Linden and Lau-
derdale will be host to three
involuntary servitude. This is, 
teams from Chattanooga andtional rights is freedom from
guaranteed by the U.S. Con- I in
one team from West Memphis
games to be played in the
From Page 1
' stitution's 13th amendment.
Another law which the city
administration is required to
uphold is the Tennessee Con-
stitution, Article I, Declaration
of Rights. Section 21. which
says, "That no man's particu-
lar service shall be demanded,
or property taken or applied
to public use, without the con-
sent of his representatives or
without just compensation be,
ing made there for."
One source has said, "Mr.
Loeb was sworn into office on
Jan. 1, 1968 at his home at
12:01 a.m. He immediately
suspended three members of
the housing authority."
Tennessee law provides that
"If any public officer, requir-
ed by law to give bond, per-
forms any official act before
his bond is approved and filed
as required, he is guilty of a
— 1830).
misdemenaor." (Code section
Unless otherwise provided
by statutes, the general penal-
ty for committing a misde-
meanor is a fine of $1,000 or 11
months and 29 days in jail, or
both, in discretion of the jury.
The source went on to say,
"Mr. Loeb's very first official
act as mayor appears to vio-
late the law . . (Loeb) has
ordered the people of the city
to put their garbage out on the
sidewalk in violation of the
law he has sworn to uphold
and enforce."
-Mayor Loeb is not only
failing to enforce the ordinance
prohibiting the placing of gar-
bage on sidewalks, but this
has actually encouraged and
caused a massive breaking of
the law by hundreds of thou-
sands of people in Memphis."
NAACP
gymnasium, starting at 12
noon.
Players from the City of
Memphis School of Nursing will
play the Chattanooga Stars
girl team at noon. The second
game will have the West Mem-
phis Boy Scouts facing a Y
ten m.
The Chattanooga Stars' Mid-
gets will play the Y Eagles
in, the third game, and the
rniin feature, or the game
of the day, will be the Chat-
tanooga Stars senior boys play-
ing the Abe Scharff Y-Gents,
Physical Director Morris
Jenkins says the Y-Gents are
a "steadily improving club,"
and will give the visitors stiff
opposition on Saturday.
Col. Cecil Brown is coaching
the Chattanooga teams.
Admission to the entire four
games is 25 cents.
S.C. Senate KO's
Students' Protest
COLUMBIA,..S.G1.— Several
hundred placard-carrying South
Carolina State College students
paraded in protest in the state's
capital last Thursday. They
tried to see Gov. Robert Mc-
Nair and were ejected and ar-
rested in the State Senate gal-
!leries on orders of Lieut.-
Gov. John C. West after they
shouted: "We want' our griev-
ances heard.
They were protesting the fa-
tal shooting of three students
' by police who swarmed onto
the school campus on Feb. 8
after students picketed an
Orangeburg, S.C.. bowling al-
ley which refused in serve
them.
,Sengstacke
Continued From Page 1
-She said that when she saw
men using the urinal, she step-
ped outside and explained to
the officer why she could not
go in, and he replied, "Stop
giving me that static and just
get on in there.''
It was only after one of the
ministers arrested with the
group interceded with the of-
ficer that he changed his order,
Mrs. Smith said.
During the time that she
was in jail, Mrs. Smith said
the jail employees insisted on
calling her "Maxine," instead
of "Mrs. Smith" as she de-
manded.
She said that after noticing
that the courtesy title of
"Rev." was written in front of
a minister's name, she asked
why she could not be addressed
as "Mrs. Smith." The officer
refused to reply to her ques-
tion.
"One of the white persons
arrested was referred to as
mister. When he asked why
the gentleman immediately
behind him was called by his
first name, the officer respond-
ed, 'I can call him anything I
want to, sob.'," Mrs. Smith
complained.
She added that the refusal
to accord Negroes proper
courtesy titles is "degrading,
insulting and humiliating."
and asked for an .investigation
and a reply.
(Continued From Page 1)
the mainspring of Negro life.
"This would be a less costly
undertaking with the addition-
al blessing of immediate re-
sults," Sengstacke concluded.
HULL DOBBS
FORD CITY
67 MUSIANG 289 V-8 Straight
shift Radio, Heater, W.S.W.,
Wheel Covers $2095
67 MUSTANG, Britton Blue,
Sharp, Vinyl Black Top, P.S.
Fact. Air, Console, V.8 Au-
torn., Dual exust, wheel Co-
vers, R.H. W.S.W 52595
66 FAIRLANE 500 Sharp 2.
Door Hard Top P.S., Fact,
Covers, R.H. 
 ..51795
"Come and Get the Best
Price-Bank Financing- Down
Payment - No Problem"
Call Only BILL AARON
2700PoplarBus.3234363
DAISY
NOW SHOWING
THE
HIPPIES
AND DIGGERS
ARE HERE!
11111111Af4 
AMERICA L
MAY'...
/'•;110
CHO TOM Si% MR
PLUS
A SISTPI ARTS
PICTURES MIME
ROBERT RYAN
STEWART GRANGER
..********************1
WMPS RADIO PREtENTS
TWO GRAMMY AWARD WINNERS
* LOU RAWLS. YEAH!
plus Special Oiliest Stars
THE 5th DIMENSION
IN CONCERT
FRIDAY, MARCH 12
8:00 P.M.
MID-SOUTH
COLISEUM
ALL SEATS RESERVED
$2.98-3.00-4.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
& GOLDSMITH'S
-
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PTA FOUNDERS DAY —
Participants in the recent
PTA Founders Day for the
Riverview Junior High
school are seen following
the program. Seated from
left are Miss Vera Patter-
son, Mrs. Alice B arke r,
Miss Luada Levison, Mrs.
Delores Munn, Mrs. Ster-
Program Will Benefit
Africa-Bound Student
Music departments of
churches and schools, along
with individuals, will gather
on Sunday afternoon, March
17, at 4 p.m. in the First Bap-
tist Church in Brownsville,
Tenn., when Mrs. Jennie Si
Vance presents six of her ,ad-
vanced students in a competi-
tive four-hand performance.
The affair promises to be
unique. Judges will present
prizes to the winning team.
The contestants are Misses
Travis Burnett, Mary Ella^
Wadford and Mary Ann Win-
field of Brownsville, and Misses
Clementine Lacey, Arlene Gen-
try and Julia Porter of Hum-
boldt, who will exhibit their
skills in some very interesting
numbers.
As guest performers, Mrs.
Vance is presenting some
young artists from Memphis
State university, who will add
color to the program.
The main objective of the
program by Mrs. Vance is to
raise funds to assist Miss
Joyce Della Wiley, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wiley of
Brownsville participate in the
Operation Crossroads project
in Africa this summer. She has
been selected to serve.
Miss Wiley is a junior at
Lane college in Jackson, Tenn.,
and is a member of the youth
choir of First Baptist.
The Wileys have one daughter
who has graduated from Lane,
two daughters in college, and
six other children, and would
not be able to pay the $1,000
needed for the trip.
Mr. Wiley and all of the
children sing in choirs of the
church, so the pastor and
church members are seeking
patrons to raise the- needed
sum.
A Memoirs Booklet of all
patrons will be prepared and
presented to Miss Wiley so that
she will always remember the
ones who help make her jour-
ney possiMe.
How frugal
are you?
Test yourself.
Turn off
dripping faucets?
[1
Always Sometimes Never
Shop for
economy sizes?
[ 1 LI
Always Sometimes Never
00
ri
Always Sometimes Never
00
Take a bus
downtown?
42A
Dial Long Distance
Direct?
LI
Always
I 1
Sometimes Never
Save up to 40%
Most of us do a lot of little things to save money.
But oftentimes, overlook the most obvious. And
easiest. Dialing Long Distance Direct. It makes a
big difference. Up to 40% over calling person-to-
person. Makes it worthwhile to remember to Dial
Long Distance Direct. Everytime. Remember too
... rates are lower every night and all day Saturday
and Sunday.
Dial Long Distance Direct—get low station-to-station rates.
Southern Bell
lene Brown and Mrs. Er-
nestine Cunningham. Stand-
ing, from left, are R. Kel-
ly, Mrs. Erma Jacox, W.
H. Sweet, principal of Riv-
High; Mrs.
Cora Bilbrew, president of
the Riverview Junior High
PTA; and Mrs. Eleanor cig-
lesby, principal of the Riv-
erview Elementary school.
erview Junior
Senior At Washington
Wins A Scholarship
Danette Dorice Jones, a
senior at Booker T. Washing-
ton High School, is among
some 280 winners nationwide in
the fourth National Achieve-
ment Scholarship program for
outstanding Negro students.
TMs announcement was made
by the principal, J.D. Springer.
All Achievement Scholarships
are four-year college scholar-
ships, providing aid ranging
from e$Q2m5Opeototiell, w 
it 
n 3mnr year,
depending on the student's need
to attend the college of his
choice. Over 35,000 students
nationwide were considered in
the
Commended Candidates and
1,028 Finalists.
All Achievement Scholars
were chosen for their outstand-
ing ability and potential for
future accomplishment by a
selection c o m mittee made
up of experienced college ad-
missions directors and high
School counselors. The Achieve-
ment Program seeks to identi-
fy, honor, and encourage out-
standing Negro students.
Achievement Scholarships
are a form of "educational in-
surance," since the stipend can
be adjusted if family finances
change markedly while the stu-
dent is in college. The scholar-
ship can be used at any accred-
ited college in the United States
and continues for four full
years as long as the student
maintains normal progress to-
ward a bachelor's degree
New Bethel Plans
Special Program
Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans and
the senior choir of New Bethel
Baptist church at 2215 Stovall
will present a special program
on behalf of Men's Day on
Sunday,March 17, at 3 p.m.
Members of the Hill Chapel
Baptist church of Cordova,
Tenn., will be guests, and the
pastor, Rev. J. F. Carter, will
deliver the sermon.
Ralph Shavers will be master
of ceremonies, Roosevelt Wil-
liams is captain of the choir,
and Mrs. Ruth Nevels choir
president.
Rev. G. G. Brown is pastor
of the church.
Washington PTA
To Hear Urban
League Leader
The Booker T. Washington'
High School PTA wili hold its
regular meeting on • Monday,
March 18, in the school audi-
torium at 8 p.m.
The theme for the meeting
will be "Searchlight on Job
Opportunities in the Cornmuld-
ty
The guest speaker will be
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, mstor
of Bethel United Presbyterian
church and executive dirpr
of the Memphis Urban League.
A representative of th-, Guid-
ance Department of Washing-
ton High school will give a
summary following the talk. •
Mrs. Pearitte Granberry is
chairman of the meetin • and
Mrs. Edna H. Webb PTA oral-
dent.
J. D Springer is principal
of the school.
DANETTE JONES
Riverview
PTA Celebrate
Founders Day
Riverview Junior High
school's Parent-Teacher As-
sociation celebrated its first
International PTA Founders
Day with a symposium held in
the R i verview Elementary .
school auditorium.
The panel was composed of
teachers from the elementary
school with Miss Vera Patter-
son as the mistress of cere-
monies.
Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby, princi-
pal of the Riverview Elemen-
tary school, spoke briefly on
the promises and opportunities
offered by city schools in the
Riverview community with
parental cooperation.
The special program was
held in place of the regular
monthly meeting which takes
place on the second Tuesday
of each month during the
school year.
Parents and friends of the
PTA are urged to attend the
meetings.
Horton To Speak
For Men's Day
Annual Men's Day will be
observed at the Mississippi
Boulevard Christian church on
Sunday, March 17.
The guest speaker for the 11
a.m. service will be Atty. C.
Odell Horton, Jr., director of
iMemphis City Hospitals.
The program is administered
by the National Merit Scholar-
ship Corporation of Evanston,
Illinois, which also conducts
the National Merit Scholarship
Program.
Miss Jones is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jones, Sr.
of 274 Walker Avenue. An out-
standing student throughout •
her school career, she plans to
be an affiliate of Brown Uni-
versity in Providence, Rhode
Island, where she plans to ma-
jor in sociology.
Baptist Pastors
Conference
At Saint Peter.
According to an announce-
ment from Dr. L. A. Hamblin,'
president of the Baptist Mini-
sters Conference, the confer-
ence will hold its first public i
meeting Monday, March 18.!
at 8 p.m. at the Saint Peter
Baptist Church located at
1410 Pillow Street.
Dr. Hamblin further. stated,
that these meetings are held
monthly at various churches
in order to acquaint more peo-
ple with the work of the con-
ference.
Reverend Q. C. Billops. pas-
tor of Bethlehem Baptist
Church will deliver the sermon
and his choir will render music.
The public is cordially invited.
MARINE PROMOTED—Gun-
nery Sergeant Rayfield Reeves,
Jr., was promoted to that rank
at the Marine Aviation Detach-
ment, Memphis, on March 1.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rayfield Reeves of Worthen,
Ga., and has been instructing
in the Aviation Machinists
Mates Course since February
11188.
prizes! A chance to 
collect some
prizes right on the 
spot!
Tigerarna! Plcry it where 
you
see the Esso sign.
ob. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE
ALL SHELBY COUNTY SCHOOL PUPILS
In order to comply with The Federal Court Order stating the plan of desegre,
gation for the Shelby County Schools, it is necessary that all students or their parents
make a choice of school to attend for the 1967-68 school year. Attendance Zones
are the same as last school year and each student will be permitted a choice of any
school in his attendance zone or the school he is presently attending, with the ex-
ception of Zone 11, wherein students Grades 1-10 will be assigned to the Schools
within the geographical boundaries established for each school. Boundaries of Zone
II are as follows: Beginning on the Northwest at the 1.C.R.R. and Brooks Road, East
on Brooks Road to Airways, South on Airways to Holmes Road, East on Holmes
Road to Swinnea Road, North on Swinnea Road to the point where Arnold
Road extended intersects Swinnea Road, East from this point to Tchulahoma Road,
South on Tchulahorna Road to the Tennessee-Mississippi State Line, West along the
Tennessee-Mississippi State Line to the I.C.R.R., North along the I.C.R.R. to Brooks
Road and the point of beginning. It does not matter which school the student has
been attending, and it does not matter whether the school chosen was formerly a
white or a Negro school..
A choice of school is required for each student. No student can be enrolled
at any school next year unless a choice of schools is made. The choice period will
extend from March I through March 31, 1968.
The parent or (Oiler adult person acting as parent of every child entering the-
first grade is required to choose the school his child will attend. Chdices will also be
required of any new student moving into the system.
Forms for making this choice of school will be given to each child for delivery.
to parents through The school the child now attends. These forms will give the names
of the schools from which a choice may be made in each school area. They must
be filled out and returned, either by mail or delivered by hand, to any school or to
the address above by March 31, 1968. No choice will be denied for any reason other'
than overcrowding. In case of overcrowding, those in the zone livingvnearest the
school will be given preference.
Transportation will be provided to all pupils, without regard to race, color or
the school previously attended, subject to the provisions of state law.
No principal, teacher or other school official is permitted to influence anyone
in making a choice. No one is permitted to favor or penalize any student or other
person because of a choice made. Once a choke is made, it cannot be changed
during the school year for which it applies except for serious hardship.
All school-connected services, facilities, athletics, activities and programs are
open to all on a desegregated basis. Faculties will be desegregated, and no staff
member will lose his position because of race, color or national origin. This includes
any case where less staff is needed becau:e schools are closed or enrollment is reduced.
small cash aw
on the spot.
so much action as 
new
No other game gives 
you 
•
You could be VS, 
$50,
$100 richer—you could
even win $1,000 
cash—simply by
stopping in at a 
participating
Esso dealer and 
picking up your
free Tigerama card.
Or you might win 
one of the
thousands of other big 
prizes,
including; Chrysler boats
(complete with motor and 
trailer);
HUMBLE OIL & 
REFINING COMPANY
RCA Victor color 
TV's; bicycles;
power tools; electric 
knives;
electric shavers; 
transistor
radios; cameras; a 
whole ware-
houseful of prizes, all 
waiting
for Tigerama 
winners.
Nothing to buy, any 
licensed
driver can play. And 
no other
game gives you all 
this action.
Big cash prizes! Big 
merchandise
A
6
9
6
8
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Denise North, Master Ed-
wards, Mrs. Renee North
and Mrs. Karen Harper.
Contestants not shown are
Roger Tillary, Jr., Willie
Jerry, Eugene Webb, Ran-
dy E. Presley, Little Miss
McLain, Hedrick Dwain
Hynes, Margaret A. Bris-
- 
Other participants will include I
coe, Kissie Thomas, Vernon
Motlow and Master Walton.
The contest is sponsored
by the Anna S. Church
Temple No. 695 of the In-
ternational Brotherhood of
Protective Order of Elks
of the World.
• E. E. Fort, vice president. un
Mammoth Life And Accident
Insurance Co., Wardell C.
Croft, president. Wright Mu-
tual Life Insurance Co., and
W. H. Williams, president of
Security Life.
The National Insurance As- of directing lit, insurance The three-day work program
sociation will hold its first' sales and all related functions, and a gathering of public offi-
meeting in the state of Missis- Scheduled speakers include cials and civic leaders was
sippi, -in Jackson. March 20-22. George S. Harris, president of arranged—by John W. Jones,
ever sixty executives in charge the National Insurance Associa- agency officer of Security Life.Of insurance sales in 46 com- Lios, Is B. Frasier, vice presi-panies will attend, the 29th An ; en t and chairman of the ,
nual Agency Officers Mid- James Ridley, CLU, vice presi-
T 1
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BABY CONTEST EN-
TRANTS — Competing for
the top prizes in the St.
Patrick's Day Baby Con-
- test to be held at the cafe-
. teria of l:ni‘ersal l.ife In-
surance company on next
Sunday. March 17, from
3:30 to 5:30 will be these
soungsters. Seated from
left are Denise Turner, So-
nia Renee James. Adrian
Leroy Shavers, the Scott
brothers who are not con-
testants, and Carl Harper.
On back row, same order,
are Daphene Johnson, Ali-
cia Mace!' Slams. Angela
NIA To Hold Its First
Meeting In Mississippi
Year Conference at the Heidel- dent, Standard Life Insuranceberg Hotel.
Security Life Insurance co.
of Jackson will be host to the
meeting. State Rep. Robert G.
Cark. Jr., and Charles 'ers
candidate for Congress. will
attend the conference 'luncheon
along with Walter D. Davis.
Insurance Commissioner of the!
state.
' Theme of the three-day ses-
ower Club
Holds Dinner
•ion Leader
Will Address
Fellowship•
Officers Of Brownsville Church
Installed By Rev. Williamson
First Baptist church ini
Brownsville, Tenn., continuedi
its custom of former years an,
Sunday, March 3, when Revi
E. W. Williamson, pastor of
Olivet Baptist church, Memphis
and his official staff, ushers
and choir motored to Browns-
ville for the installation servic-
es of the official staff of the
church.
A bus load and several car,
loads of guests shared in the
fellowship of • the- afternoon,
which began with an enjoyable!
dinner in the church diningl
room, prepared and served by
Mrs. Candis Bailey.
The services opened with a
processional of about 85 mem-
bers of the sanctuary Ad youth
thoirs and the gospel chorus.
An arrangement of "Jesus
Roger was responded to by
AlrF. -Annie E. Turner, superin-
tendent of Olivet's Sunday
sel.00l. The choir furnished the
rest of the music.
Pastor Tolbert presented
Rev. Williamson, who deliver-
ed the Installatian Sermon. His
subject was "Those Who, Are
Well Able. L. Tolbert, pastor; F. E. Jef-
It was a powerful messagel fries, chairman of the Deacon
that offered a challenge to all!Board; C. A. Rawls, chairman
who were to serve the Master. of the trustee board; L. W.
through "His church. Perry, church clerk; Mrs. 'L. A.
Calls Us," "I Can Hear My ' "Dedication through prayer, Jones, recording secretary;
Saviour Calling" and "When service through consecration,,Herman Jones, treasurer; Mrs,
 1 J. S. Vance, minister of music.The concert is under spon-1
sorship- o fthe Methodist Men • 
Mrs. Earnestine Jeffries,
, at Centenary. James Brad- 
Sunday school superintendent;
field Sr. is president of the 
Joe Moore,
Mrs. Eva James
ioor  assistant superin-
i men's club. 
Rawls, Training Union direc-
tor; Mrs. Rosa Lee Mortan,
assistant; Mrs. Algee C. Out-
law, chairman of the Board
 1 of Christian Education. Mrs.
"Unionizing Public Service
Employees" will be the topic
for discussion on Wednesday
night, March 20, when the
Men's Fellowship of Second
Congregational church meets
The guest speaker will be
W. T. "Bill" Ross of the
Memphis Labor
Stotts, president
Fellowship, will
Washington will
discussion leader
Eight To Give
Sun. Concert
At Centenary Ethel Whitelaw, missionary! EDDIE the EDUCATOR chairman; Mrs. Elizabeth Lee, 
•
A capacity audience is ex-
pected to witness a concert
which will feature eight talent-
ed local artists at Centernary
Methodist Church, 584 E. Mc-
Lemore, this Sunday evening,
March 17, starting at 7:30.
The concert will be free to
the public. 
•
Artists on the program in- 1
elude soprano Grace Conely,
soprano Billie Gale Miles, con-
tralto Laura Juanita Robin-
son, soprano Mertis Ewell. con-
tralto Lois Patrick, contralto
Jacqueline Satterfield, tenor
John Clayborn and bass-bari-
tone James A. Hyter.
Council. Carl All of the
of the Men's voice students
preside. Silas ham.
introduce the l.
Gloria
Hosts for the meeting wfil
be Thomas Collins, Dr. Peter
Cooper and L. R. Fletcher.
The Rev. John Charles Mic
kle is pastor.sion will he -Agency officer Calvin Vism ale, CLU, agency gram, and Rev. E. L. Brown, in Focus." Speakers represent- officer. Supreme Life of Amerid pastor of the church, was theing Negro owned companies ca will present papers on or-• guest speaker. He was intro-. Smothers Chapeland industry at large will help ganization and operation of duced by Rev. Percy Jones.in a critical review of the job! agency departments. A duet was sung by Mrs. ' pl
Mauldon. and remarks givenby the president, Mrs. Paul
Jones. 
Annual Men's Day will be
Mrs. Lillian Bowles is club 
held at Smother's Chapel CME
reporter. 
church at 800 N. Claybrook St.
on Sunday. March 17, and the
  public is invited.
r Delivering the sermon at
A Fashion Show the morning hour will be the• pastor, Rev. R. C. George, Jr.
The choirs of Morning View Music will be sung by the men
Baptist church will present a of the church.
Pre
-Easter Fashion show in
the Foote Homes auditorium 
The guest speaker for the
program at 3 p.m. will beon Sunday. March 17, from 4. ReI to. 6 p.m. Prizes will be given Mt. Vernon 
J. L. Netters, pastor of
away and refreshments served, councilman representing Dis-• 
Baptist church and
1 The narrator for the show trict Six.will be Mrs. Joan Golden. Mrs. 
Mrs. Sarah Rushing is chair-
, 
Other male choruses willthe affair which will benefit sing at the afternoon program.
, Men's Day.
Rev. L. D. Wortham is pas-! tor of the church. 
Co., and William A. Clement,
CLU. vice president, North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
Co.
Gerald Howell, vice president
Universal Life Insurance Co.,'
L. D. Jones, vice president,:
Chicago Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance Co., Edward J.
Halfacre, associate agency offi-
cer. North Carolina Mutual. and
KRESS
First Quality
Super Value
Buyers' Sale.
1 to 10
Yard Lengths
Beautiful Selection
of New Spring
Prints &Solids
You'll find Cottons
Plus your Favorite
Blends. yard Sews
A 3 Arm Hole Wrap
Dress!
Sew a New Dress in Minutes
FREE /
3 ARMHOLE
WRAP DRESS
PATTERN
When you buy
Kress Fabric!
No buttons or zipper, just
shoulder seams and binding
to sew. Wear a new dress in
60-90 minutes — wrap it
front or back!
Conveniently Yours At Kress
(KRESS
VARIETY FAIR
MON.
1000 'Ti! 6.00 P.M.
'TUEs., WED., & FRI.
1000 A.M. "fil 5130 P.M.
THURS. 1000 A.M.
'T11 9:00 P.M.
9 NO. MAIN STREET
The East End Flower Club
celebrated 'its anniversary
recently with a dinner held in
the lower level of the Mt. Pis-
gah CME church.
Mrs. Per yJones was mis-
tress of ceremonies of the pro-
Louise Ward and Mrs. Rosa
Choirs To Sponso
ans Men's.Day
Lane TeacherFriendship Host 
To Thomas Chapel Will Deliver, Members of the Thomas!
Chapel Baptist church Will be
the guests of Friendship Bap-
tist church at 1355 Vollentiae
st. on Sunday, night, March 17,
at 7 p.m.
Rev. H. P. Sandridgs, mini-
ster of Thomas Chapel will
speak at the Fellowship pro-
gram. The nublic is invited.
Rev. W. A. Suggs is host
pastor. Mrs. Charlyne Mc-
Graw is program chairman.
Church Women
Elect Leaders
Officers for the Women's
Fellowship of Second Congre-
gational church at 762 Walker
ave. have been elected for 1968-
69.
They are Mrs. Estalyn Ross,
president Mrs. Mamie Taylor,
vice president Mrs. Johnnie
Overton. secretary Mrs. Mary
McWilliams, treasurer; and
Mrs. LOiS Hargraves, worship
leader.
Science Talks
The Rev. John Charles Mic-
kle is pastor of the church.
piano.
He Calls Me" was sung, and
then the recessional.
The Olivet choir took the
stand under the direction of
Terrell Aychan, with John Don-
aldson at the piano and John
Fleming, a former Haywood
County Boy, at the organ, both morning and afternoon
Creetings by Mrs. Elms services, and although it was
not a financial effort, $700 had
been given by the close of the
morning service, and at the
close of the afternoon meeting
it had gone over the $1,000
mark. Many area churches had
members present for the im-
pressive service.
Those installed were Rev. J.
performers are
of Robert Kirk-
Dick will be at the
65%
1964
says
73%
1965 66%
i966 63%
1967
In 1967 the total percentage of
successful bond and tax referenda
dropped to 63 percent. in Illinois,
its lowest level in The past four
years.
and a genie willingness to
answer the Master's call and,
follow "In His Steps' will make
any church grow spiritually
ilarid numerically," Rev. Wil-
liamson said.
The church was filled for
A Lane College faculty mem-
ber, Dr. A. Edward A. Hudson,
has been reappointed for the
year 1968-69 as Visiting Scien-
tist for the State of Tennessee, •
sponsored by the Tennessee
Academy of Science and the
National Science Foundation.
Dr. Hudson, chairman of the
Department of Natural Science
and Mathematics, commenced
his 1968-69 program by spend-
ing the day in Summertown,
Tennessee a t S ummertown
High School on February 14
where he presented a series
of lectures to the student body
and faculty for the entire day.
He is scheduled to spend the
day in Covington, Tenn., at
Frazier High School on April
5. He is also scheduled to de-
liver a series of lectures at a
high school in Memphis the
latter part of April and has
been invited to Knoxville for
the last part of May.
Dr. Hudson has been a mem-
ber of the Tennessee Visiting
Scientist Program since 1961.
THINKING ABOUT MAKING
MONEY?
nit could bo it. chance of a lifetime/ Wa have a spend
brick 4000 sq. ft. building located in the very heart al
Castalia Heights for rent. Hove you an idea? Wont to go
in basin's: for yoerself? Can conceivably b• divided
op. Has beim used at a sepersorket. Big open areas.
Rent right for rellabl• Intelligent operator. Phones
Charles Freeberg, 324-3508 (day) or 683-0595 (night).
Lets talk about your idea.
chairman of Deaconess Board;
officials of all committees,
choirs, Sunday School, Train-
ing Union and musicians.
pastor and
members 
Pastor Tolbert introduced
the ministers on the platform,
thaakbeedrstheanOd 
presented 
Olivet
the
family of the guest speaker,
Alcy PTA Plans
Fashion Show
The Alcy Elementary School
PTA will present a social
hour featnring a "Sprin; Fash-
ion Spectacular for the Young
Set" in the school auditorium
on Wednesday night, March 27,
at 7:30. The public is uivited.
-Joseph A. Simmons is presi-
dent of the PTA, and W. D.
Callian, Jr., principal of the
school.
U. C. HOLMES
AT SCHILLING PARKWAY
MOTORS
HAS
BIG
SAVINGS
ON
NeFRCURY
(.71'CL'it.4E
NtON T GO
Cn"GAR
2144 Lamar At Parkway
Memphis. Ten
324-3111
OPEN fdITES Ill_ 9 al C m
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B
 H
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
TAILORS
JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Company Makes What Yoe Ask For And
Creates What You Think or
LILLIE MAE HOOD IS SHOWN HERE RECEIVING HER CHECK FOR $1,000 FROM DEL FARM FOOD',STORE MANAGER V.EL CHAPMAN. MISS' HOOD WON THE $1,000 PLAYING BONUS BINGO AT DEL.FARM.
LILLIE MAE HOOD
WON '100000
PLAYING
NUS
AT DEL FARM FOOD STORES!
NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD
STORES
• Lourelwood Csint•r
• National at Jack son
• Quince at Sea Isla
• Macon at Wells Station
• Gistwal I at Barron
• Chelsea at Thomas
• Northgat• Shopping Cr,.
• Southland Mall
McLemore at Neptune
Chelsea at Thomas
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NAACP Receives 44.
$200,000 Carnegie Grant
To Provide
Education
Field Staff
NEW YORK, — Carnegie
Corporation of New York an-
nounced today (THURSDAY)
a grant of $200,000 to the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People
1NAACP) to enable it to estab-
lish an education field staff to
provide services to its member-
ship in the field of education.
on a scale not possible before.
While the NAACP has been
better known to the publio for
its conduct of litigation on be-
half of school integration, it
has sought at the same
time to work with com in unities
in their handling of local
school problems.
However, budget limitations
have decreed that these educa-
tion activities be handled al- 1
most solely by one person,
who works out of the national,
office of the organization in.
New York.
The Corporation grant will
be used by the NAACP to agu-
ment these efforts by employ-
ing— over a period of time and
as qualified persons become
available—an associate director
of education and three regional
educational officers.
In accordance with the
NAACP effort to achieve both
integration and quality educa-
tion in schools which have pre-
dominantly Negro enrollment,
the new education "team"
will review present policies and
plan new approaches where
appropriate. Working with the
more than 1500 NAACP chap-;
, ters, the regional directors will
aim to activate as many mem-
bers as possible and to train
,leaders to deal with their local
•school problems.
In many (4ses this doubt-
'less will take the form of set-
ting up -and working with lo-
cal parent or community
groups in understanding the
full dimensions of their school
problems and the most effec-
tive means of seeking their
solutions. Aside from this
general guidance, the regional
staff will need to be available
for the various "crisis" situa-
tion which appear and which
need quick attention.
The Corporation and the
NAACP agree that a regional
staff is particularly necessary
to an organization which, for
the most part, has no local
paid personnel, but which de-
pends upon its members for
carrying out its program acti-
vities.
A small portion of the grant
will be earmarked for a staff
conference on education in
which NAACP officials, to-
gether with outside consultants,
will review findings of recent
research on educational oppor-
tunity and their relevance for
NAACP policies and actions.
In acknowledging receipt of
and expressing thanks for the
Carnegie Corporation grant,
Roy Wilkins, NAACP executive
director, said "The decision
Vassar Senior To Study
In France This Month
Miss Phyllis Yvonne Atwater,
a senior at Vassar College at
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.. is a mem-
ber of a selected group of 23,
Vassar students who will take,
part in the Vassar Medieval
Seminar in France during
spring vacation March 15-31.
The student is the daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Jeff D. At-'
water of 2441 Rozelle St., Mem-
phis.
The seminar, concentrating
on the culture of Medieval
France, will be directed by
Assistant Professors Corinne
Poinsignon and Lewis Falb of
the French Department, and
Wayne Dynes, visiting lecturer
in art.
Attention will be focused on
Help wanted—temate
of the Carnegie Corporation to
'finance this expansion of our
-
I work with the public schools
is doubly gratifying. First, it
testifies to confidence in the
work we have accomplished to
date with our severely limited
resources and, secondly, it will
enable us to multiply our ef-
fectiveness and to be active in
communities until now beyond
our reach.
"We pledge ourselves to
employ the Carnegie Corpora-
tion grant so that it will yield
a significant dividend in ele-
vated quality and reduced
segregation in the education of
Negro children."
A previous grant of $15,000
was made in April of 1966
by Carnegie Corporation to
the NAACP to assist its educa-
tion staff. This money was
used primarily to employ an
education assist ant who
prepared a publication entitled
"Integrated School B 3 o k s"
which is a descriptive biblio-
graphy of 399 pre-school and
elementar school textbooks
and story books.
This pamphlet is used by
parents, school officials, and
interested citizens in their
search for cirriculum materials
which adequately reflect the
reality of our multi-racial
society.
The Carnegie Corporation
grant will be paid to the
NAACP Special Contribution
Fund in three annual install-
ments through 1970.
Carnegie Corporation of New
York was founded in 1911 by
Andrew Carnegie for the ad-
vancement and diffusion of
knowledge and understanding
among the peoples of the Uni-
ted States and certain Com-
monwealth countries. Its assets
now total approximately $336
million at malitet value.
Grants are made from income
only.
Many Skeptical
Of True Value
WASHINGTON — Rections of Negro leaders
across the country were mixed as to the report of. the
Civil Disorders Commission last week but consensus
generally carried some trace of the opinion voiced by
Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, noted New York City College
psychologist, who was a witness before the Commis-
sion.
Since the report's release,
Dr. Clark said of it: "The
country's leaders are merely
playing lip service to Ne-
groes with token programs
while preparing to suppress
Negroes."
He added that the nation
might possibly be "in a state
of terminal dry rot." "Violence
results on both sides at this
stage," he said, "because the
conditions imposed are no
longer consistent with human
survival."
major historic and artistic me-
dieval monuments of Paris,!
the Ile de France. Burgund ,
and Normandy. Qualified stu-
dents may obtain field work
credit for participation in the
seminar.
In preparation for the semi-
nar abroad the students are
attending a series of lectures
at Vassar.
They include "Medieval Art",
by Mr. Dynes; "French Medi-I
eval History" by Benjamin
Kohl instructor in history;
"French Medieval Literature"
by Mrs. Anne Gittleman, as-
sistant professor of French;
and "Medieval Music" by
Betty Churgin. associate pro-
fessor of music.
I morehouse Senior Top
Prospect For Teacher
Benjamin Ward, Jr., a 19-
year-old senior at Morehouse -
College, Atlanta, has been des-
ignated as "one of the best
future college teacher prospects
on the continent" by the Wood
row Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation.
Mr. Ward, who entered More-
house from the tenth grade as
a Merrill Early Admissions
Scholar, is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Ward of Mont-
gomery, Alabama.
After spending last year at
the University of Paris
(France) as a Merrill Travel
Scholar, he will graduate this
year with a double major,
philosophy and French, and
a double minor, English and
music.
An accomplished pianist and
organist, he is ac,companist
for the Morehouse College Glee
Club and has been featured as
piano soloist in concerts at the
College.
Mr. Ward spent two summers
at Yale University in their
Intensified Summer Program
and plans to enter the Yale
graduate school this fall. His
appointment gives Morehouse
21 Woodrow Wilson Fellows in
the 23-year history of the Pro-
gram.
For the past ten yeah„ with
funds from the Ford Foun-
ation, the Woodrow Wilson Na-
tional Fellowship Foundation
BENJAMIN WARD, JR.
was able to make direct grants
to students to support their first
year of graduate study.
"Now our major role is to
I'identify for graduate depart-
ments those students who in
'our view have the best poten-
tial for college teaching," said
Sir Hugh Taylor, president of
the Foundation, in announcing
the names of the Woodrow
Wilson Designates.
"This year's Designates are
as distinguished and carefully
selected a group as last year's
Fellows. We hope all of them
will receive assistance from the
graduate schools or from fede-
ral or other fellowship pro-
grams"
Trustee Speaks During
Rust's Religious Week
Whitney Y o ung, director HOLLY- SPRINGS. Miss. — a member
of the National Urban League,i
said, "The answer to whether
we have riots this summer de-
pends on whether the nation
adopts the cures recommend-
ed by the commission, which
the National, Urban League
had called for four years
ago."
He praised the commission
for "pointing out that the
real problem is the racism
and bigotry of white people."
Later Young also pointed
out that the shortcomings of
In the printed conclusion the commission's report were
to the Commission's report, that no timetables were set
it noted that Dr. Clark, as for accomplishment and no
one of the first witnesses budget was set for carrying
before the Commission, hadlout the recommendations."
said: ' A Pittsburgh Negro politician
"I read that report . . . of Pointed out that in June, 1966.
the White House Conference
on Civil Rights proposed a
costly and sweeping set of
almost the same recommenda-
tions to get American Negroes
the 1919 riot in ChicagO, and
it is as if I were reading the
report of the investigating com'
mittee on the Harlem riot
of '35, the report of the inves-
tigating committee on the Har- out of the slums. After the
lem riot of '43, the report weighty document was pre.
of the McCone Commission on sented to President Johnson
the Watts riot. by Ben W. Heineman, headF
I must again in candor say of the Chicago and North-
to you members of this Corn- western Railway, avid the
mission — it is a kind of President appointed a com-
Alice in Wonderland with mittee to study and implement
the same moving picture re- the findings—then nothing more
shown over and over again, was heard of it.
the same analysis, the same A Detroit Negro councilman
recommendations, a n d the said "they're on the right
same inaction." track" but pointed out that
A. Philip Randolph, after con
In c r iticizing the Civil , ferring with some of the coun-Disorders C o mmittee's re- try's top national economyport for not even mention- 
try's 
in October, 1967ing the role Negro businesses had come up with a $148-bil-
might play in training ghetto.lion budget over ten years
•youth and forming new basic 
which would free the nationindividual-citizen units of our of
democracy. John Sengstacke, 
both poverty and racism
but nothing was ever done
president of the New Courier about it.
and Sengstacke Publications.
nevertheless praised the worker in a New Orleans jail
- 
H. Rap Brown. SNCC lead-
of the Commission by say- inin lieu of S100,000 on bailing: 
vidlation charges, said: "The
"The Commission's fearless members of the commission
criticism of white racism as a should all be put in jail under
central factor in the disorders S-100.000 bonds each, because
that have played havoc with they're sayi ng essentially
both the human conscience' what I have been saying."
and social order, may mark Senator E d ward Brooke,
the beginning of an awakenR.-
ing which has been too long 
-Mass., one of the two black
in the making. 
members of the Civil Disorders
Commission, said: "This is
, He added: "Negro business- about as far as you can realis-
,es that are located in poverty tically go." He added: "I
'
areas, urban and rural, could lthink we're getting into major
successfully train the hard-'surgery. You might even
, core unemployed." call it a heart transplant."
Roy Wilkins, director of the
national NAACP. who was al-,
-so a black member of the
Civil Disorders Committee.
said: "Good, for the first
time in any report it points to
the racism of American life.,
all through American life,
On every level and in every
geographic regi on as a
basic cause of the attitudes
,which can lead to riot."
James Farm er, former
CORE director, and now a
candidate for Congress in
Brooklyn, said:
"Surprisingly good." he said
"in the sense that many of us
had expected a much more
watered-down version of the
ffacts.
' "But it misses the desperate
desire on the part' of many
ghetto-dwellers to have a• sig-
nificant measure of control
over their own lives."
And it "fails to understand
that the militant spokesmen
are n o t creating atmosphere,
they are merely reflecting an
atmosphere that already
exists," Floyd B. McKissick,
head of the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE), com-
mented:
1 "We're on our way to reach-
ing the moment of truth. It's
:the first time whites have
said: "We're racists.' Now's
the time to seek common
i truth."
1\T NIL
RN
LRN
$7,800.00 to start
818.00 to $22.00 per day to start, according to
experience
Liberal fringe benefits, ie, paid sick leave, paid vacations,
paid holidays, time and a half for overtime, will arrange liv-
ing accomodations and transportation.
Contact Mrs. Lillian Daniels RN,, AB, Director of Nurses or
Dr. Claud Young, Director; Bailey General Hospital; 292E.
Ferry, Detroit, Michigan, 48206.
Religious Emphasis Week was Board of
observed March 3-8 at Rust -
College. Rev. Alvin T. Maberry
of Council Bluffs, Iowa, spent' 41111111111111.1.11116.
five days on campus, speaking
at daily devotional services
and meeting with the students
in informal -chat and sip" ses-
sions.
He was seated with represen-
tatives of different student or-
ganizations each mealtime and
was available for individual
counseling each day.
Dr. Maberry has been inter-
ested in Rust College since his
own college days. While a stu-
dent at Morningside College.
Sioux City. Iowa, he came to
Rust College with the Morning-
side Choir which presented a
concert here. He has made
many return visits and is now
of the Rust College
Trustees
BILLS PRESSING?
Call American Budget Counselors
525-8551
Not a loan company, no co-
signers, security or obligation.
if you owe pay as low as
$1,000...315 wk.
$2,000....$25 wk.
$3,000....$35 wk.
Keep your credit rating good.
Call American Budget Counselors
for free office or borne appoint-
mint or stop In at no100 N.
Main Bldg.
111111111111111111111I
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TIRE
THE GREAT '68
TIRE
SALE
Buy now ... during our first big sale of the year.
Save on brand-new, quality tires. Full size, full
strength to give you full value for your money.
4-PLY NYLON CORD
SAFETY-JETS.
68 $ 68 ilul$2 it1221
Pivr I ivouit 
7 15 14.
IS
Ettne Yu'
lubeiess klathaila
base Ise
-tubeless b1+6*.111
Sr/46.50411 $2 60 rat ri15...12.161:1d.s,"M4mas 5iblvimaill4 T4.315415.
• Tough, long mileage a Cum-control tread • No trade-in requ;red,
Duragen' rubber tread design grips road free mounting
is
Use General's AUTO-CHARGE PLAN
NO MONEY DOWN, EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Headquarters for the puncture-sealing Dual 90
and the complete line of General tires and
service
GENERAL TIRE AL
SERVICE 
GI 
TIRE
OUT EAST
3920 PARK AVE.
324-8878
DOWNTOWN
455 UNION
525-7764
For Car Service, Call for FREE Pickup and Delivery
MrMaf AJTO 0.CU'.7RTS IGHWA SOM. COIllIalit
Make the most of their
"Wonder Years"
of.
The "Wonder Years," one through twelve, are the foroadve years
when you can do the most for your child's growth.
During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually
grow to 901610 their adult height.
To help make the most of their
"Wonder Xears," serve them
nutritiousWOntler Bread. Every
delicious slice is carefully
enriched with foods for body
and mind. So make the most of
their "Wonder Years."
Serve Wonder Bread —for
enjoyment, for enrichment.
isso
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Morality Not Legality
A national observer recently said
of the sanitation strike, "Loeb's brand
of principle and justice has caused much
tension, property damage, health pro-
blems, and between races, but
the most important element produced
by Loeb's sick attitude is the unification
of the Negro community.
Loeb's principles and justice won't
allow him to sign a contract, that will
give 1,300 men and their families dig-
nity, justice, and equality.
He has caused many law abiding
citizens to abuse the law in order to
keep our community apart and our sanit-
ary workers from getting the dignity
they deserve."
An example cited, is a new law
against placing trash on the street; the1
Mayor, in asking citizens to place their
garbage on the street is, in reality, ask-
ing thousands of citizens to break the
law.
Other city ordinances have been
broken in an effort to keep the sanitary
workers, Ministers, and the Negro com-
munity apart, but as the community has
shown before, all efforts have been an I
will be in vain.
The African Soil
Though the United States, for rea-
sons beyond our comprehension, h a s
turned its back on Nigeria's bloody civil
war, much official American interest is
centered around African agriculture.
' Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey's
recent visit to nine nations on the black
continent has stirred much attention in
Washington.
Humphrey made it a point to stress
the need for improving agriculture dur-
ing his talks with African leaders. Now
several teams of ranking officials from
the Department of Agriculture and the
Agency for International Development
are off to boost African rice growing.
They include soil scientists and econom-
ists.
A two-man team is already in the
Congo; another team is about ready to
fly to Senegal, and projects dealing with
conservation and increased fertility are,
in the works for Zambia, Kenya and Li-
beria. It would seem wise for more Afri-
can students to take agriculture as their
major concentration in American col-
DEFENDER
THE OFFICIAL FINGER POINTS!
oaleillePANIMOY . . organization . . . under-
standing . . . or purpose
They're just plain mad. And
they haven't heard of the old
that A Point the gods would destroy theyGreek statement "Whomfirst make mad." They haven't
made an intelligent, individual
answer to the question, "Which
would you rather be . . . a
dead lion or a living dog?"
The average Negro : . male
and female . . . has not made
many intelligent decisions. All
he or she knows is that . . .
leges than to pursue graduate courses By NAT D. WILLIAMS house. He can decide, as of I'm m a d, Man ... damn!"
now .. . that the whole she-that lead to master's and Ph.D. degrees
in philosophy or history or social anthro-1 The time has come for a 
THE NEGRO F 
bang 
will live with him or die' And _ 
what
„
. 
the answer is always,AMILY
with him. If Stokely Car- • • ' So .
pology. 'drastic change in the pattern michael and Rap Brown . . .
African survival as independent na- • • ' psychological pattern . . . and Malcolm X didn't do any- • •
i
of the Negro family. thing else . . . they establishedtions depends upon their ability to be Over the years, the Negro the fact that the Negro man
self-sustaining. The rich African soil family, thanks to the diaboli- has reached the point of re-as•
and all its extractive natural resources cal insight of the white slave serting himself.
ristians
.S
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To Be
Equal
WHIMSY YOUNG. .1 it.
Young Mothers Need Help
It's estimated that there are more than 200,000 teenage un•
wed mothers every year. What happens to these girls and their
children? The answer to that question is a matter of national
concern.
This is not solely a racial issue, because only a minority of
the families affected are Negro, but it has a greater impact on
poor Negro families in the ghetto.
That's because middle class families have a way of coping
with such problems. In many cases the girl is pulled out of
school, the neighbors told she is spending winter with her
"aunt" in a faraway city and the child is placed for adoption.
The girl returns home with no one the wiser, and she doesn't feel
the brunt of society's •moral judgements.
But the poor can't take this way out. Not only can't they
afford it, but since Negro children are not often adopted, plac-
ing the child in this way often means giving him a life sentence
in a foundling institution. Thereis only a greater willingness to
keep the child, keeping him with his natural mother, rather
than coldheartedly abandoning him.
Unfortunately, this results in added problemd due to poverty
, and already overcrowded and inadequate housing conditions.
But worse still, the young mother is kicked out of school and
,left to cope on her own due to inadequate services.
If anyone needs special services and help, it is these young
girls. But they don't get it. In Central Harlem for example,
there are special facilities to help only about 100 of the more
than 2.000 girls who need care and counseling. The Children's
'Bureau reports that only one of ten unwed mothers gets spec-
ialized services and only one of 50 gets maternity shelter care.
The Pittsburgh Urban League had a program which brought
the Board of Education, health, and welfare groups together to
provide the special services these girls need. They were allowed
to continue their education, got pre-natal and post-natal care,
and they were allowed to return to regular classes at school.
They were assured of hot meals, free transportation to school,
and specialized care by nurses and teachers.
Here are some minimal standards communities should fol-
low to help solve this increasingly serious problem:
: Institute sex education comes in the schools, to be given
by teachers with special training.
: Don't kick the girls out of school. Keep them in their
normal classes and instruct teachers in how to act human to-
ward them. If these girls suffer from anything, it is from the
way rigid teachers and welfare workers look down on them and
make them feel like pariahs.
: Set up educational and health facilities so that girls who
,need special assistance can continue their education, while in-
suring that they get proper diet and medical attention.
: Provide counseling to guide the girls to make full use of
their education and their abilities.
: Establish day care centers so that young mothers can
return to school after they give birth. Such centers can also in-
sure proper care for their babies and relieve some of the strain
at home.
: Provide special vocational and training serfices for
mothers who want to work.
: Welfare authorities should consider the young mother and
child a new family, entitled to payments and treatments due a
family unit.
are the black continent's major source owners . . . has been Society has to treat these young women with 
compassiondisrupted. There is an increasing num-
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d they must be helped now. Their welfare and the future of theirchildren calls for a more humane attitude than exists at present.
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Bullets, Not Bread
Watts, Detroit and SIewark still
linger in the nation's conscience. Though
In point of geography they are quite dif-
ferent cities, in point of poverty, denial
or opportunity and excessive use of force
by the local police, they are identical.
Everywhere in America, it is the
same depressing, drab picture of the
black minority corralled into ghettos
where there is no chance of escape. It
Is the same story over and over again of
shattered dreams, of ambitions and
hopes thwarted, of segregation and dis-
crimination unchecked.
The angry emotions that ooze out
of those abrasive experiences will not be
squelched by bayonets or tear gas. It is
sheer madness to think that special riot
squads trained in the art of suppressing
violence can prevent slum outbreaks.
The cure for the recurring disorders
does not lie in the military or war-like
operations against them.
The cure lies in the removal of the
economic and social disparities that
breed discontent, disillusionment and
despair. Congress and the nation are
not yet sufficiently awakened to the
magnitude, complexity and urgency of
the urban crisis.
Much of the dissatisfaction of min-
ority groups is rooted in state and local
regulations and policies — the "white
noose" of the suburbs, the under-financ-
ing of inner city schools, inadequate
housing, lopsided patterns of state aid,
repressive requirements for public wel-
fare.
Detroit suffered the nation's worst
riot, with the most people killed and in-
jured and the most property destroyed
over the largest urban area; yet the
state of Michigan has rejected open
housing and has refused to answer the
call for a modest increase in financial
aid to its inner-city schools.
Quite clearly, states and localities
have not responded adequately to the
urban crisis. Considerable energy, money
and time are being spent on forging the
weapons and means to overpower the
resentment and the cries of distress that
explode into riots rather than engaging
in constructive, positive action that
would relieve ghetto anxieties, bitter-
ness and anguish.
Fair Housing
Fair housing is still being debated
in many localities as though it were an
academic issue removed from urban real-
ity. Yet it is one of the central goals in
the atruggle for full equality. Today,
there are 22 states with fair housing
laws, and 84 cities, towns and villages
which have passed local fair housing or-
dinances. Measured in terms of the to-
tal population, progress in this field is
obviously too slow.
Most Americans who have express-
ed their anxieties about social disorders
do not realize that resentment of poor
crs" like sows.
Resuect for family ties and
traditions was deliberately ob-
structed or torn down. It be-
comes immediately apparent
why there are so many illegit-
imate Negro children today
. . . why there are so many
Negroes "living by the blank-
et" . . . meaning "stay with
each other as long as you can
. . .and when the break-down
comes . . . "take up one's
blanket and get." That's "Mar-
riage by the blanket."
But the whole thing boils
down to the patterns of value
and behavior handed down to
the Negro by his white mas-
ters. Now, today the birds are
coming home to .roost: They
are mating the white communi-
ty. They are hurting the Ne-
gro community. Delinquency
lhas no color . . has no race.
But there is one thing the
'Negro can do about the situa-
tion. He is now in a position 1,
,to say something and do some-
thing about his family. The
'Negro man now has the oppor-
tunity to be the head of his.
housing is one of the contributing causes,
to ghetto uprisings.
A recent report by the Lemberg i
Center for the Study of Violence, Bran- 1
deis University, found resentment over
housing ranked first in the list of griev:
ances among Negroes in six major cities,
even ahead of discrimination in employ-
ment.
Until discrimination in housing is
eliminated throughout the coun tr y,
American democracy will remain in the
shadows of unreality.
That time has been a long
time coming. It is as it should
be. The day when the Negro
woman's bed should be re-
garded as the "play ground of
the world" should end now.
That's one of the inner require-
ments of the current civil
rights revolution. That's some-
thing that the white "brethren"
can't do for us. It's something
we'll have to do for ourselves
. . . this job of putting pride
and respect in the Negro fam-
ily.
Incidentally. the writer of
this article knows this ap-
proach is the first and basic
manner in which to be dubbed
an "Uncle Tom." The Negro
currently, does not want to
be talked "to." He relishes
being talked "about" . . . talk-
ed "for", talked "at", . .
even talked "against" . . . but
he's not ready to be talked
"to" . . . the voice of reason
is Uncle Tom's voice for to-
day's black power. boys. They
only want confrontations . . .
They want to stand up and
fight . . . even without weapons
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from the Iowa-born Bishop
of the Methodist Church in
' Rhodesia. He invited them
,to visit mission schools, a hos-
, pital, a theological seminary
land a press (censored, though
Ihe didn't say so).
"I regret I shall not be in
Rhodesia when you are there,"
wrote Bishop Ralph E. Dodge.
He did not mention why he
would not be in Rhodesia. He
was expelled three years ago
by the lan Smith white minor-
ity government, and now ad-
ministers the affairs of the
church in Rhodesia from neigh-
boring Zambia.
No reason was given when
he was served with deportation
'papers. But the previous day
in a TV broadcast he had been
particularly outspoken about
racism as practised in Rho-
desia.
Interviewed recently in New
'York on his way to lecture at
1Baker University in Baldwin,
IKans., Bishop Dodge spoke of
'his hope, admittedly forlorn,
;that visitors to Rhodesia, in-
'chiding U. S. Congressmen,
should have "an opportunity
to see not only what the govern-
ment wants them to see, but
the total picture."
The Bishop wishes visitors
would "try to'break out of the
'cordon of an established tour
and talk with as large a cross
,section of the population as
possible. He also cautions
I visitors to "bear in mind that
Rhodesians living is a semi-
police state are -eldom free to
speak openly."
Actually, only two congress-
men were in 
_Rhodesia during
the recess, according to the
,Washington-based A m erican-
i Southern Africa Council, spon-
sor of the trip. They were Con-
gressmen John R. Rarick of
'Louisiana, and Thomas G.
Abernethy of Mississippi. Two
more will make the trip within
twb months.
This is somewhat less than
the delegation of 20 envisagedI
- by the Council in letters begin-
ning "Dear Dedicated Patriot"
seeking $32,500 to finance the
trip.
"The council claims support
from Iso chapters of the
Friends of Rhodesia scattered
throughout the U.S.," said
Bishop Dodge. The council ap-
pears to function in the void
created by the forced closing
of the Rhodesia information
office after the Ian Smith
ernment made its illegal
independence move.
Mouth's Big
Crisis With A Gang
By ALFRED DUCKETT
If you been paying attention,
you know that my make-
believe, for real son, Little
Mouth, has been living with
Momma and me since his own
Momma died. He is a Puerto
Rican Kid, but sometimes I
think he is trying to pass for
Negro. I don't say "colored"
'cause he is already that.
Kind of a bronze color, but
ihe's a good kid.
Momma and I have accepted
him for our own and he says
'he isn't going to leave us. It
is taking him a while to get
that hurt look out of his brown
eyes, the look that makes me
.know he is wondering why God
took away his pretty Momma
and left him and six other
young kids alone except for a
father who left them several
years ago. The other kids have
been passed around to friends
here or sent to relatives in
Puerto Rico. Little Mouth goes
to school every day and works
at his school work very hard.
He is a good little hustler too.
He works a couple hours a day,
cleaning up at the Down Home
Barber Shop where I first
met him — and on Saturdays,
cleaning up and shining shoes
and brushing folks off for tips.
The barbers like him and the
customers are crazy about him
and he makes a nice little
amount of change. He is a busy
youngster. School and home-
work and his part-time job
don't keep him from being a
help around the house. He is
always giving Momma a
hand.
"I like that boy. He ain't no
lazy boy," Momma say.
She usually says it when I
am sitting down comfortable
reading the paper or looking
at television. I can't help won-
dering, if she is trying to tell
me something, though I know
I do my share of the household
chores, especially on Saturday.
Little Mouth ran into a prob-
lem the other day and, after
he told me about tt and how he
handled himself, I decided this
kid is A-011 He has guts and
is smart.
We live in a solid Negro
neighborhood and I guess Little
Mouth is about the only Puerto
Rican in the immediate area.
One afternoon he was coming
home from school, minding his
own business; when about six
kids his age and size, moved
in on him and backed him up
against a wall. One of them
was holding a wicked knife
open.
"We gonna beat your be-
hind," one told Little Mouth.
Instead of showing he was
afraid — and of course he was
-- Little Mouth come back in
a way that took those little
cats off guard.
"Why?" Little Mouth de-
manded.
The Negro kids looked at
each other in doubt. Don't no-
body asks simple questions like
that at a time like that. One
of them said,
"Because you kind don't like
niggers."
Now, it so happens, Little
Mouth and I have had some
very fine talks about using the
word "niggers" for colored
people and "spic" for Puerto
Ricans. It also happens that
Little Mouth had in his wallet
in his pocket, a possession of
which he is very proud. It 'is a
picture of him and me standing
in front of the Down Home
Barber Shop along with Brook-
lyn, the first chair barber and
Denny, the owner.
So Little Mouth broke the
second rule of how to act when
you about to get stomped. He
went for his pocket. How he
didn't get cut or knocked
around when be did that I'll
never know. He went for his
pocket, yanked out his wallet,
pulled out his picture and
shouted angrily,
"You dumb jerks. I work
for niggers."
Those bad little Negro cats
stared at him like they couldn't
believe their eyes or ears.
One of them took the picture
and passed it around.
The payoff was that those
little gangsters who had plan-
ned to mess up Little Mouth,
took him around the corner to
the candy store and bought
him a Pepsi
-Cola.
It just goes to show what I
been knowing all along. People
think they dislike or hate other
people, but they don't know
i why. They can't communicate
and they don't try• •
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I FACTS ATM NEGRO du J. A ROOMIllestreMI byA. S. MIA
EFORE EMANCIPA-
TION NEGROES WERE
GENERALLY BARREL)
FROM HANDLING OR
DELIVERING UNITED
STATES MAIL.A LETTER
WRITTEN 8Y JOHN
Mc LEAN, POSTMASTER-
GENERAL IN 1828,
RULED THAT ONLY
CITIZENS COULD BE
USED FOR THAT WORK.
Colonel
MIDDLETON, A NEGRO,
COMMANDED A COMPANY OF COLORED
MEN KNOWN AS*THE BUCKS OF
AMERICA' DURING THE REVOLUTION-
ARY WAR. HE WAS A HORSE
-BREAKER
DESCRIBED ASVASSIONATE, PROFANE
AND INTEMPERATE BUT HE FOUGHT
WITH GREAT VALOR.JOHN HANCOCK,
OF DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
FAME, GAVE HIS COMPANY A SPEC-
IAL FLAG.
-NM@
3;20.(gg ,
a.TRIKING EXAMPLE OF CARVING
OF MEXICAN DANCER OF ABOUT 1300
YEARS BEFORE THE COMING OF
COLUMBUS. FOUND AT MONTE ALBAN,
OAXACA AND PROBABLY THE WORK
OF NEGRO GOLDSMITHS. issitai,
Send $1 for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club...315 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15219. Discounts on bulk orders.
NCC Tabbed As Test Center
DURHAM. N. C. - North,
Carolina College has been de-
signated as a test center for
administering t h e National
Teacher E x a minations on
April 6, Dr. F. G. Shipinan,
chairman of the department
of education, announced.
College seniors preparing
to teach, and teachers apply-
ing for positions in school
systems which encourage or
require applicants to submit
their scores on the National
Teacher Examinations, are
eligible to take the tests. The
examinations are prepared and
administered by Educational'
Testing Service, Princeton, N.J.
The designation of North
Carolina College as a test
center for these examinations
will give prospective teachers
Carolina College as a test
in this area an opportunity to
, compare their performance on
the examinations with candi-
dates throughout the country
who take the tests, Dr. Ship-
man said.
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7 Fabulous Productions
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TICKETS 4V4IL481E AT: Coliseum. All.
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FREE PARKING
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For Information on Special Group Rates
Cull 275-7300
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CITY • STATE
1 ATLANTA. Ga. - In a meeting which began in Atlanta Monday, Dr.Martin Luther King Jr. and, the Southern Leadership Conference (SCLC)
staff were working out the timetables and mapping routes and details of his
"Poor Peoples' March and Lobby" which has now been pushed back to April 22
instead of April 1 so the peaceful den onstrations will coincide with the cap-
ital's annual "Cherry Blossom Festival."
DEFENDER
"Poor People's March
. Page 7
stirred up Congessmaa Are:state It."
mistead Seiden, D•Ala, W He said that the commis-
,/
partmest asking them to get as the basis of demands by
I write the U. B. Justice De. sion.s report will be adopted
an ipjunction to stay Dr. the "Poor Peoples March and
ng's plans. The U. S. Jus- Lobby., in a statement
 whichMoved Back To Apr. 22 tice Dept. has warned that his his grouR will make publie
Dr. King said that one of
the biggest tools of the effort
would be the element of sur-
prise. T h e a n nouncement
of the Cherry Blossom Festi-
val date sot only will be a
time when thousands of Ameri-
cans usually flock to Washing-
ton but this will demand a
guess w h e ther a citizen
coming to the capital is a
tourist or not. Washington
hotel owners and other Wei-
nessesmen say the protest
has already cost them thou-
sands of dollars.
Dr. King will make a final
tour of all of ethe principal
areas of the nation from
which the core of the march-
ers will come starting this,
week. From each of five!
chosen cities, and from five!
rural areas in the nation a 1
nucleus of 200 specially non- ,
violent trai n.ed marshals,
from each area will converge
on Washington. With isJ top
!leaders who will move into
; Washington in advance of the!
!April 22 starting date, the
initial core group in Washing-
ton will approach over 3,000.
A site selection committee
being named this week will
formally approach the U. S.
Park Service for permission
; to have a camp group as-
signed for the use of at least!
3,000 of the demonstrators I
who will camp in tents or
Prefabricated structures in
Washington no matter how
I long the protest lasts. If the
Park Service does not grant
such a camp site. The de-
monstrators will improvise
their own residential locations.
Three women are gathering
statistics on supplies for the
"Poor Peoples_ Campaign."
They are Mrs. Kay Shannon,
a civil rights historian enlist-
ing volunteers for the drive;
Mrs. Janet Newman and Miss
Naomi Pullman, who are
amassing data on such ditings
as where to get enough chairs,
where to get food, special
donations, homes which will
take guests and other matters.
Participants from Btltimore,
Philadelphia, Newark, New
!York and Boston will travel
by foot over a many days
trek to Washington. These
from Mississippi, Alabama.
Georgia, the Carolinas and
Virginia will travel via a
mule and horse and wagon
train, with a special comme-
morative demonstration on 1
the route from Selma to
Montgomery in honor of Mrs.
Viola Liuzzo and the Rev.
James Reeb who were killed
there.
Other -caravans will con-
verge on the Capital from
Chicago, Detroiti Cleveland
and the Midwest.' Others will
come from California and the
West.
Needless to say. slow mov-1
ing delegations such as those
coming from Mississippi and i
the south and from the East
Coast's northern cities will
cause a big tie-up of traffic
on the nation's main arteries.
In addition, there will be
more surprises, with highway
authorities asked to close
the routes as was done in
the "marches" in the South.
All of this has a'ready
Those Ugly
Dark Blotches*on Hands
FADE THEM OUT
Too much sun, weath-
er and neglect can
cause skin to become
dark and blotchy.
Makes hands look old, drab and un-
attractive. Now, with Esoterica, skin
can be smoothed to its natural color
-without dark creases and rough
knuckles. Smooth out these shad-
owy, dark patches with Esoteric..
I the medicated cream that act. to
break up dark pigment that collect.
in spots and blotches. Soon hands
become smoother-toned, and softer
to touch. Esoterica works equally
well on face, neck and arms. Not a
cover-ujp. Acts in the akin to reveal
true skin beauty. If you want
smooth hands-free of dark blotches.
get Esoterica at your favorite drug
or toiletry counter today. Or for
sample, send 25c withTrur name,
toaddress and zip code i c h um
Company. Dept. ES-4, Paris, Tennes-
see 38242, to cover postage and han-
dling. You'll like the way Esoterica
softens and lubricates skin as it
clears those *dark surface blemishes.
marchers and protestors will some dme Dead week. in on,
be arrested if they break any'or two instances the denianulaws, 
newsmen 
.
King told 
new, of the "Poor Peoples March
• and Lobby" will be much
that members of the Presi. stronger.
dent's National Advisory Com-
mission on Civil Disorders
"deserved . thg gratitude of
the nation because they had
both the wisdom to perceive
Dr. King said that as a
beginning to the effort, pickets
will begin in places like Phila-
delphia to locally picket the
'thee' of Congressmen this
the truth and the courage to week.
SYLVANIA RATED #1
Deluxe
Portable
Over 40 Models to choose from
With Big 180 Sq. In. Picture
and Full, True Color Bright
Picture.
ALL THIS FOR ONLY
'349 BaseOot.MODELCD8SY
Compare the tich walnut-grained
the refinement of picture tube mask and
controls with far more costly TV.
f
 NO MONEY DOWN! 1st PAYMENT MAR. 15, 1968 I
SYLVANIA
Early .1merican
COLOR
CONSOLE TV
A Big 295 Sq. In. Pic.
9 Model
CF 451
All the Charm of Colonial design, in Maple
or Walnut. 15% color-bright picture tube. We Service What We Sell
OPEN NITES • • • SALES & SERVICE
PRIDDY & BURGESS
Come and See
1883 LAMAR
APPLIANCES
or Just Call
275-1101
311IP C EEt-16r a
SE3raiLaC)11ETT
18•MO. WEAROUT
GUARANTEE
6.00x13 Tubeless Blackwall
SAFETY
HIGHWAY 850Phis LW:"F.E.T. andOld Tarp
• ALL NYLON • FULL 4-PLY
TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
TIRE sin:
Price With
Your Old Tire
Plan Federal
NacilL'Ar .
6.50x13 11.95 1.81.,
7.00x14 :11.95 2.06
7.50x14 
- *12.95 2.19
8.00x14
.14.95 -
_
2.35
5.60x15 :12.95
_
1.74.
6.70 x15 Tubetype 10.95. •1-89.
Nam Twheleaa Whisimella Only Lt Mare
Per Thsi. Pies Swam Tax Par Tire a
WHEELS
BALANCED
Sears
SEARS
AUTOMOTIVi.
CENTERS
Open Daily
8:30 9 pad..
ALLSTATE
Passenger Tire
Guarantee
Tread Life Guarantee
Coaranleed Against: All fail..
ore,, of the tire resulting from
normal road hazards or defects
in material or workm'nahip.
For Hew Long: For Cie life of
the oriprinal tread.
What Seam Will Do: lterMir
nail punctures at no charge. In
cme of (adore, in exchange for
the tire, replace it charging
only the proportion of current
regular wiling price plus Fed-
eral EXCIA4 TIM that represents
used said.
Tread Wear-Out
Guarantee.
Cusaanteed Asaiest: Tesail
srear.out.
Yee Hew Long :The number of
month, apetilied.
What Sear, Will Tn ex-
change for the tire. replace II,
charging the current regular
Pelting twice plug Foileral Ex-
cuse Tax less the following al-
lowance:
Months Guaranteed Allevriseee
101
27 to 39
12 tg 24
••
/41
2 1-114). 11111ROILT
ARANTEE
ti.0 Ox 13 1 ololf•,,
HI-WAY
SPECIAL
95
1.58 '
aiid -
Old lire
• ALL NYLON • FULL 4-PLY
TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
Ti,.
Size
Pnce With
Old Tire
Plus
F.E.T.
Tire
Size
Price With
Old Tire
Plus
F.E.T.
6.50.13 15.95 1.81 8.50.14 22.95 2.56
7.00.13 17.95 1.92 5.60.15 15.95 1.74
6.50.14 15.95 1.95 6.50s15 16.95 2.05
7.00.14 16.95 246 '6.7005 17.95 2.21
7.50.14 17.95 2.19 7.10.15 19.95 2.36
19.95 2.35 7.6005 22.95 .2.54,8.00.14
MOST TUBELESS WHITEWALLS ONLY $3
MORE Plus SAME TAX PER TIRE •
FREE Allstate
*5 NOTE-ON THE CRUSADER AND SAFETYHIGHWAY TIRES ONLY THE TREAD LIFE . • Tire Mounting
GUARANTEE APPLIES • Tire Repair
• Tire Inspection
• Tire Rotation
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Tires and Batteries Now Available At These Seers Stores
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Regular Baptist Planning Session At Zion Hill
isillion of the . from Dr. A. E. Campbell, convention. The convention Announces Meet Dates
•ifitedar Baptist Mis- President of the convention, owns and supports the J. L. A club for teenage boys and
Manciitional Con- the wonien's State Convention Campbell School of Religion girls will be organized at the
win be -held at the beaded by Mrs. W. B. Brooks,: located at 40 So. Parkway, Pine Hill Community Center
Missionary Baptist will meet jointly with the par , East, a school dedicated to the on Saturday, March 16, at 0
'Church, HMI Leland Street, ent body. Addresses and ser- ' training of young ministers a in_ and, all interested pisrs(
Gs April 11-12, 1966. mons will be delivered by and christian workers. in the Longview Heights coin•
According to a several of the ministers of the inanity are asked to be present.
-- The club is being organized
 
under supervision of the Ad-
visory Committee of the Long-
view Heights Civic Club. Rob-
ert Renfroe is president, and
Mrs.. myrtle J. Fisher chair-
man.
statement
Now at
popular 100's price.
Pall Mall Gold
Pall Mall Menthol
in the Flat 20's
crush-proof box
=
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CHAIR COLORING
Hides That GRAY
The Lasting Way
It: inst 17 minutes
et home . 
. 
. even
dull, faded hair be-
cities younger looking.
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub off
or wash out. Safe with per-
fitment,. too. Try STRAND
ONLY 98*
COMPLETE—
NOTHING
ELSE TO BUY
STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:
Jet Black—Black—Dark Brown
Medium Brown —Light Brown.
Ask for it at your druggist.
Buy U.S.
Savings Bonds Sandra Pruitt Is Wed
To Charles Jackson
Sampson Pruitt and the
groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Jackson.
The couple is at home at
122 Kirk Avenue.
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 ,P-OF'LAR (Av IvIendennall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLE lw
JUICE 46 oz.11 103 Limit
SACRAMENTO
FRUIT
COCKTAIL
3 LIMIT
9
E61EAriLTISSUE
200 ct19
2 Ply
AERO Limo
FLOOR 65
WAX
27 Oz..
S & W
Tig!!!:1),129
Chunk' 
CAL - IDA
12 Oz.
MONTE
BLUE LAKE Cut
GREEN BEANS
0
WHOLE CORN
KERNEL
16 Oz.
10 Total Limit
SNOW CROP
ORANGE JUICE
3 Limit
6 Oz
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
FRENCH FRIED
FRED MONTESI,
ALL VEGETABLE
OLEO
Yellow
Quarters
POTATOES
Lb.15 2 iabg 2
FRED MONTESI
GRADE"A" LARGE
EGGS
WITH COUPON
FRED MONTESI
MAYONNAISE
Qt.3
GRADE -A- LARIE
EGGS 2 DOZ.
OR 50t: OFF
2 DOZ. ANY OTHER SIZE  
w.th coupail and $5.00 additionai purchase, excluding
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded in complionc• with state law).
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon,
Mor, 20, Anti-freeze also excluded ,n coupon redemption.
( -
• / )) FRED MONTESI
LUCKY LEAF
BBITKCEHD APPLESqc
17 Oz. aj
MR. AND MRS. CHARLES
JACKSON, JR., — were
married recently in St.
John Baptist Church on
Vance. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Escorted by her father, San-
dra Pruitt became the bride
of Charles Jackson, Jr., recent-
ly in St. John Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sampson Pruitt,
aud the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson.
The radiant young bride wore
a short sleeved white peau de
sole gown with a petal-like
hem line. Her illusion veil
was caught with a crown of
white seed pears and she car-
red a bouquet of white carna-
tions.
The Rev. McEwen Williams,
pastor of St. John heard the
vows of the young couple.;
The bride attended LeMoyne
College from which the groom '
was graduated in June. The
groom is employed at Univer-
sal life Insurance Company
in Data Processing.
The bride was attended by
her sister, Miss Myra Pruitt.
her maid of honor who wore a
strawberry peau de soie short
gown and a headpiece A pink
bows. The bridesmaids were
Miss Merlyne Moss, from Long f'
Beach, Calif.: Miss Lena
Jackson, sister of the groom,1
and Miss Rosalyn Morris. They1
wore short gowns with a pink
bodice and pink skirts. Their
headpieces were also pinki
bows and they. wore pink shoes.
Little Lolita Smith, grand-
daughter of J. T. Chandler,
was flower girl and Jesse H.
Gossett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George L Gossett was ring-
, bearer.
Ivory Redden attended the
groom as best man and ushers
were Larry Newby, Chuck
Hillard and C. Edward Jack-
son.
Assisting at the reception
which followed the wedding in
the social room of the church
were Misses Almeda and Ra-
dine Pruitt, sisters of the
bride Miss Regina Vaughn,
Miss Peggy Robinson, Mrs.
Marilyn A. McFaden, Mrs.
Helen Clark, and Miss Patricia
McCullough.
Mrs. K a thleen Meadows,
aunt of the bride came from
Chicago for the wedding as
did Misses Barbara and Angie
Davis, the bride's cousins from
Michigan City. Indiana.
Witnesses Attend
District Meeting
Jehovah's Witnesses of the
West Junction Unit have re-
turned from a weekend of Bible
talks and demonstrations in
West Memphis. Ark.
Fred Jones, presiding minis-
ter. reported that 20 new min-
isters were ordained by the
ceremony of water immersion.
He said an examination of
the progress of 15 congregations
in the Circuit showed 3 three
per cent increase during the
past year.
Some 1,019 members heard
W. Anderson, district super-
visor, speak on the subject
"Why Does God Permit Wick-
edness?"
MR. AND MRS. ERNEST
BLACKMON — exhcanged
wedding vows recently in
St. Louis and were honored
with a wedding reception by
the bride's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Kirk, Sr.,
in their home at 363 Boyd.
The bride is, the former
Miss Ann Kirk and is mak-
ing her home with her
husband in St. Louis.
Reception Held For
The Ernest Blackmails
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kirk, Sr.,
entertained their daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Er-
nest Blackmon with a wedding
reception Saturday February
24, at their home. 363 Boyd
Street. The couple exchanged
wedding vows in St. Louis at
the home of the bride's sister
and brother-in-law, Dr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Quigiless.
The bride, the former Miss
Ann Kirk, is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington High
School and Tennessee A & I
State University. Before her
marriage she taught at Carver
High School. The groom, a
native of Miami is the son of
Mrs. Curtis Blackmon of Mi-
ami and the late Mr. Black-
mon. He attended Hunter Col-
lege in New York and Kansas
'Teachers College and is a re-
cruiting officer for the U.S.
Marines stationed in St. Lou-
is.
The charming young bride
wore a peau de soie dress with -
chiffon sleeves which were
jeweled at the cuff, the elon-
gated waist band was also
jeweled.
Mrs. John Johnson intro-
(see page 9)
Wear The White
Uniform Of Medicine
Become a .
* Doctor's Assistant
* Medical
Receptionist
* Nursing Assistant
* Nurse's Aid
Now is your chance to be trained in • few short weeks for
the many job opportunities now misting in the Medical field
in the Memphis area. No ego
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
FREE JON PLACEMENT
CALL 272.1607 OR WRITE
Mid-State Medical Academy
33 No. Cleveland—Suitt 100
Memphis, Tenn. Crosstown Olifts.
527-3619:
BY Mon Claire
14 No. Main
ANNIVERSARY At Court
Sale...
100% HUMAN
HAIR
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(Wiglet.$395 Case
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Hairlon Falls
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OUR
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$895
FROSTED
WIGS
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Hand Made NN ig
$499'
Semi-Handmade Wigs
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(Wig Cases1)$395
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$5995
Shortie Wigs
$1995
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Reception Held For
(Continued from Page 8) Draper, Mrs. Florida Stock- night, March 22, in the Con-
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Willie An- tinental Ballroom of the Shera-duced guests to the receiving 1500 Mrs. Ethel Hooks, ton-Peabody Hotel from 5 p.m.line. Assisting at the receptionlMrs. James Brown, Mrs. Dora until 1 a.m.were Mrs. Robert Bullock, Mitchell, Mrs. Rufus Thomas,,Mrs. J.T. Reed, Mrs. N.A. Ni- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hunes, Miss' The students are Miss De-o , Mrs. L. L. Williams an Blanche Moore, Mrs. Mary l loris Jean Cauley, a studentMrs J.J. Kirk. 1Smith, Mrs. Harold McRae, at Manassas High school, andAmong the many guests ex-,IMiss Leava Lewis, Miss Mat- Miss Evelyn Scott of Carver,tending congratulations to the tie Bell, Ernest Bell, Mr. and High school. Both students'handsome young couple were , Mrs. P. Hall, Mr. and Mrs.; are planning to enter trainingthese relatives from out-of-
town, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
R. Quigiless and their sons,
Charles, Jr., Ashley and Kirk,
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Hoard„
and their sons, Joseph, Jr.,
and Michael, Mrs. Hattie Dab-
ney, J.H. Edwards, Mrs, Vivi-
an Hill, Rufus Campbell. all
from St. Louis. Mrs. Annie
Tillman, Cape Giradeau. Mis-
souri, Mrs. Roena Horn, 
De-,lciim. he's the new Presidentf Union Protective Insurancetroit, Julius Cooley and .Mrs. Company of which the bride's At Manassas, Miss CauleyMary Crenshaw, from Chicago uncle, the late Edward Kirk, is a member of the SpeakersMrs. Ruby Quigiless. Newell- was Treasurer, Miss JoAnn and Writers club. Her hobbieston, Louisiana and Mrs Della Lindsey, the Rev. J. Cortez are reading, singing and writ-Brown, Edmondson, Arkansas Atkins: Miss Evelyn Lewis, ing for essay contests.Other guests drinking felici- Mrs. Carrie Morton, Mrs. Wal-tations to the happiness of the
pair were her aunt, Mrs. An-
nabelle Alleyne, her brother
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Craft,Paul Kirk, Jr., and their chit- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sinclair,dren Gregory and Paula Ann, Mr. and Mrs. James Murray,Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Edwards,
the bride's aunt and uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard B. Chandler
and their children Marsha,
Karen, Bonita, Debra, How-
ard, Jr., Ann, and Chrysti
Mrs. Mildred Lashley, Mrs.
Katie Henderson, Mrs. W.S.
Koen, Dr. and Mrs. T.H. Wat- 
son, Dr. Chauncey Daughtery,kins, Mr. and Mrs. James Mr. and Mrs. M. Strickland,,
Massey, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Delaney,
Bullock, Mr. and Mrs. James Mr. and Mrs. gllarles Iles,
Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy l Miss Erma Lee Laws, Mr.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz
Catchings and Mr. and Mrs.
S. Trotter.
Admiring the wedding pres-
ents were Mrs. Harry Wright,
Miss Isabel Greenlee, Mrs.
R.S. Lewis, Sr.,, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nichols, Mrs. M.S. and John Reed
Theodore Crumbley. Mr and for registered nurses after
Mrs. Jerry Delaney. Mr. and finishing high school.
Mrs. G.W. Shannon. Mrs. Miss Cauley is 18 and theLucy Curry, Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Webb, Mrs. J.S. Isabel. 
daughter of Mrs. Maurine
and Mr. and Mrs. I.J. Graham. 
Cauley Kizer and a member
Also talking with the couple 
of the St. Luke Baptist church,
about St. Louis where they 
where she teaches in the Sun-
are making their home were: a' 
school. She is vice presi-
Mr and Mrs. Harold J. Wha- 
dent of the Red Circle Girls
and a member of the. youth
choir.
MISS BRONZE CONTES-
TANTS — Some 20 high
school students from the
West Tennessee area are
competing for the title of
"Miss Bronze West Tennes-
see," and the winner will
receive a scholarship to
college in the ninth annual
pageant sponsored la:sr the
Jackson chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority. From I
left seated are Mary Ann
Winfield, Brownsville;
Yvonne D. White, White-
ville; Cendi Joy, Grand
Junction; Sandra Vaulx,
Ann Haliburton and Caro-
lyn Gates, Jackson. Stand-
ing, from left, are Angel.
20 Contestants Enter
'Miss Bronze' Pageant
Twenty high school girls1
from the West Tennessee areal
will compete for the title of
"Miss Bronze West Tennessee",
and a scholarship to college'
when the ninth annual pageant,'
sponsored by the Jackson chap-1
ter of Delta Sigma Theta So-
rority, is staged in the Merry'
High school auditorium on Fri-
day, March 29, at 7:30.
The contestants are Sandra
Kay Vaulx, Mary Ann Hall- 1
burton, Carolyn Gates, Angel-
lyn Brown, Vergenia Ruth
Merriweather and Bivins Anne,
Cullins, Merry High, Jackson.
Helen Hill and Carolyn
Britten, West High, Jackson;
and Mozella Robinson and
Thelma Jane Hall, East High,
Jackson.
Cencii Joy and Carolyn Bar-
ber, Bolivar Industrial High,
Grand Junction.
Joyce Duncan, Stigall High,
and Bernita Farmer, Humboldt
High, Humboldt.
Mary Ann Winfield, Haywood
High, Brownsville; Yvonne D.
White, Allen White High, White-
ville; Patricia Jo Ferguson,
Central High, Bolivar; Thonald
Marie Poe, South Side, Pinson;
Verde Hurst, Selmer High,
Selmer; and Gwendolyn Wilson,
Bethel Springs High, Bethel
Springs.
Mrs. Anna L. Cooke is gene-
ral chairman of the Miss
Bronze West Tennessee Pa-
geant and Mrs. Vernam Cathy
!co-chairman.
Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw is presi-
dent of the Jackson Alumnae
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.
! Mrs. Marble
' Fetes Marie
1Baker Club
Mrs. Hattie Marable was
hostess when the Marie Baker
Service club met recently at
her home at 667 Tate St.
Mrs. Nellie Osborne, presi-
lyn Brown, Jackson; Pa-
tricia Ferguson, Bolivar;
Gwendolyn Wilson, Bethel
Springs; Helen Hill and
Carolyn Britten, Jackson;
Bernita Farmer, Humboldt;
Carolyn Barber, Grand
Junction; Thonald Marie
Poe, Pinson; Vercie Hurst,
EVELYN SCOTT
Selmer; Vergenla Roth
isnson and Thelma Jean
Merriweather, Mozella Rob.
will be staged in the Merry
Hall, Jackson. The pageant
High school auditorium on
Friday night, March 29,
at 7:30.
DELORIS CAVLEY
Future Nurse Contest
Attracts 2 Students
Two more high school seniors' Miss Scott is the daugher of -
. have entered the contest fori Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Scott -
"Miss Future Nurse" in the of 1055 Shankman Circle. At I
second annual Future Nurses Carver she is an ROTC spon-
Ball to be held on Friday sor, a member of the Le Ca-
price Social club and was sec-
ond alternate to the football,
basketball and track queens.
A member of Grace Baptist
church, her hobbies are cook-
ing, sewing and dancing. After
graduation, she plans to study
at the City of Memphis Hospi-
tals School of Nursing.
The Future Nurses Ball is
a national annual project of
the Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Inc.,
and the winning contestant
v,ill receive a scholarship for
nursing and will be crowned
Chi Eta _Phi Futurama Queen
for 1968.
Chi Eta Phi, a registered
nurses sorority, is asking for
public support and cooperation
in its efforts to raise funds to'
help alleviate the current
shortage of nurses.
Information concerning the
ball may be obtained by calling
Miss Selena Watson, publicity
chairman, at 942-1274.
dent, was in charge of the busi- I
Ethel Wynn, who was in theness session.
The club is making plans to
support the recital sponsored
by the City Federation of Color-
ed Women's Clubs to oe held'
at the Sarah H. Brown branch
of the YWCA on Sunday, March
24, with Alfred Motlow and
Lee Cunningham as guest solo-
ists.
Recognition was given to
hospital recovering from in-
juries received in an acci-
dent.
Other m e m bers presenti
were Mrs. Alma Sonia, Mrs.I
Linnie Johnson, Mrs. Ruby'
Biles, Mrs. Carrie Mabry,
Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, Mrs.
Lillie Jeffries, Mrs. Sarah L.
Carr, Miss Maggie Newsom
and Miss Birdie C. Lenoir.
Douglass Singers
To Give Concert
The Douglass High School
Singers will be presented in
concert at First Baptist Church
Lauderdale on Sunday, March
24, at 5 p.m. under the direc-
tion of Omar R. Robinson, Jr.
The public is invited.
The concert is being spon-
sored by the Twentieth Cen-
tury Club. Charles B. Graham
is chairman of the event.
college Is for people who
want to go places
...and so is Greyhound. One smart way to
go places is by Greyhound. It's a money-
saver and a time-saver. It's quick! It's easy!
It's convenient.., and you can depend on it.
Another srhart way to go places, is by col-
lege! It isn't quick. It isn't easy! But you
can't get very far without it. Join the back-
to-college movement, by Greyhound.
Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound. For example!
'Greyhound fares are so low. For Example:
ONE WAY ONE WAY
CHICAGO $166$ DETROIT $229$
CLEVELAND $24$° KANSAS CITY...
ST. LOUIS $10,0 NASHVILLE $ 69°
Save 10% each way with a round-trip ticket
Greyhound Terminal -203 Union Ave. Phone 525-5731
GO GREYHOUND.
maim leave the driving to us
ter Thomas, Mrs. Johnnie Mc-
Graw, Mr. and Mrs. J.H. Mit-,
chell, Mrs. Freddie Mae Floyd
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Vinson,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Woodruff,
Mr. and Mrs. William Branch,
Mrs. Mary Isabel, Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Boone, Mrs. T.C.
Lightfoot, Mr. and Mrs. James
Mitchell, Mrs. Bessie Greer,
Carl Russell, Dr. Arthur Gib-
and Mrs. Robert L. Bowles.'
Miss Barbara Bowles, Jimmy
Williams. Mr. and Mrs. L.M.I
Edge, Mrs. Edward Russell,
Mrs. Robert Davidson, Mrs.
Louise Hayden. W J. Hayden
• HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PLACES II GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
4111ET
10IN'To
367 Union
527.4471
2986 Summit'
. 323-5594
After Grad uation,what next?
cc-r5rTgl
HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE INC
Nutley, New Jersey 07110
An Fqtlol Opportto,ty Employer
Perhaps, upon graduation, you will want
to rise to greater challenges ... work
where the results of what you do are
... help make this a better world
... have the satisfying knowledge that
there ore no artificial barriers to your
personal and financial progress.
Roche offers you these opportunities.
Each day we move forward
— in research, production,
'inan-agement, marketing,
sales, corporate citizenship
and social responsibility.
If you possess imagination,
tenacity of purpose and
outstanding competence,
very likely your abilities and our
outlook are made for each other.
We've been in business since 1905, yet
we are still pioneering the future. Our
achievements are known everywhere
and our facilities are located in 27
lands all over the world.
The rewords of working for Roche are
many. You associate with other men
and women with exceptional talent and
skill. You use the most advanced
methods and tools. Our attitude
encourages initiative. We promote
from within. Excellent earnings and
benefits include 100 tuition refund.
It's easy to find out more about Roche.
We have an interesting and
informative booklet for you.
It tells who we are, what we do, how
we ore regarded by the pharmaceutical
industry, the medical profession
and the public.
To receive your copy with our
compliments, send resume to:
Mr. Alvin E. Griggs, Employment Manager.
Original research in Pharmaceuticals, Vitamins,
Fine Chemicals, Diagnostics and Sioelectronics.
A
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Sports
Horizon...
By BILL H. LITTLE
The Carver Cobras should
be hopped up going into this
week's Tennessee Secondary
Schools Athletic Association
Tournament in the Mid-South
Coliseum. The Region Nine'
Champs have been made co-
favorites with Chattznooga
Riverside in the big hoop ly easy 62-47 win over Melrose
scramble scheduled for a six in the semi-finals last Friday
night in the Coliseum. The two
local powerhouses had split
two previous close games be-
One runner-up Cloudland in
their first game.
COBRAS COAST TO TITLE
Carver had little trouble fensive onslaught against Fray-
nailing down its second con- ser with 13. Paschall's all-
secutive region crown. Prior around play and the one man,
to the regional there had beenodomination of the backboards;
considerable concern for the by 6-6 Marvin Brooks were
Cobras' spasmodic play in the key factors to the tourney suc-
city playoffs and the District cess enjoyed by Carver.
35 tourney. For the most part, MELROSE TOPS OVERTONi
Carver was razor sharp, hold-
ing the advantage at the end
of each of the 12 quarters of
action in Region Nine last
week. Carver blasted Lester,
71-40 in the quarterfinals at
White Station and qualified
for the state with a surprising-
day run with the three foot
trophy awaiting the winner
of the Championship Saturday
night. tween them. In the finals
Frayser, second place fin- against Frayser, the Cobras
Isher to Carver in Region Nine,' were in control after running
has a tough row to hoe in the l up a 28-17 halftime lead, cinch-
tourney and has been given, ing the region title with a 49-40,
little chance to avoid an early victory. Frayser was 3 stub-.
elimination. On the other hand born foe, forcing the Carver
the hustling Rams could be regulars to man their battlel
the surprise of the meet should stations for most of the game.
Coach John Clayton's mighty Fonda Paschall overshadowed'
mites manage to get by Region many times by his more cele-
brated teammates, was the
steadying influence for Carver
and found time to load the of-
In doing anything other than
being content with experiment-
ing with next year's tineups.
Overton, loser of a 34-32 won the coveted title. Should,
er to Frayser in the semi- Carver advance as expected
Is, and Melrose waited in the early rounds, a new 1 R
the second half before it mark is virtually assured. In
appeared either was interested 1965 Frayser the only locall
entrant, was eliminated in
its first outing. Another factor
favoring the record is that
Melrese's inability to hold on during the 1965 state tourney
to the basketball in the last Negro attendance was sparse
30 seconds forced the game because the two separate state of the organization and seeking
more volunteers.
ecruiters For VISTA In Memphis
Recruiters for VISTA, (Vo-
lunteers In Service To Amen-
on) are in Memphis this week.;
March 11-15, telling the story'
into overtime. Melrose used' associations had not merged
a buzz-saw attack to buryl and the THSSAA regional tour-
the Rebels, 59-51. Larry Finch nament was in progress at Mel-
with 19 and Edwin Bell's 151 rose. The merger was complet- field representative from Wash-
led the Melrose point barrage.led in 1966 and Pearl of Nash- ington, D.C., is coordinating
Johnny Neumann, about 75' vine defated Treadwell for the the Memphis drive, and head-
per cent of the Overton offense, championship at Vanderbilt. quarters is the YWCA at 200fired in 33 points. Melrose
closes out with 31-3, one of the Coach L. C. Gordon of Car- Monroe ave. The phone num-I
1best records in the state. OverE ver was quick to caution be.? is 527-5633. It is opened
ton finished with a 23-8 mark.] well wishers about predicting from 9 a.m. until 8:30 p.m.
1 BROOKS NAMED MVY that his Cobras would win it
all this week. On the other
Brooks, who scored 27 points
to trigger the win over Mel-
rose, was named the region's
Most Valuable Player. He beat
out Neumann, the Overton
sparkplug for the honor. Join-
hand you can bet your last
dollar that Gordon and his
fired-up Cobras would like
nothing better than to meet
Chattanooga Riverside in the
ing Brooks and Neumann on finals. The Chattanoogans oust-
the all-Region team are Willie ed Carver from the state meet
Gunn, ; MelvinH d r last March in the quarterfinals Recruiters are on the cam-
son, Germantown; Larry Mor- at the University of Tennessee puses of seven Memphis co -
ris, Bartlett; Finch, Melrose; in Knoxville, leges this week: Memphis
Harold Johnson, Lester; Fred State University, March 11-14;
Gtt rrett Cha1. Char- Last year's finalists, defend-I Christian Brothers College,Bas
Mrs. Dorothy Barker, VISTA
ley B 1 anchard and Ross
Grimsley of Frayser.
, A new attendance record was
set when over 12,000 fans filed
through the turnstiles the last
two nights to push the final
tourney figures to 21,223. The
previous region high of 19,022
was set last year.
NEW RECORD EXPECTED
'ISSAA officials expect the
state tourney attendance mark ford. Stratford just barely gotl and Puerto Rico.
to fall this week. Memphis into Region Five play after l 
volunteers may work withiholds the record which wail finishing fourth in district
set in 1965 when Murfreesboro action, people in city slums, in 
strick-
 en rural America, on Indian
reservations, with Eskimos in
Alaska, in migrant labor corn-
Mrs. Barker said, "Thirty
million Americans live the
wretched and fruitless lives
of the poor. VISTA helps.
We're looking for Americans
willing to spend a difficult
but interesting and worthwile
year of their lives in support
of their country."
REDEEM YOUR
[JUR STA.
Coupon
his Wee
SEE IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS INSIDE
EXTRA FREE QUALITY STAMPS FOR YOU
ing champ Alcoa and Knoxville, March 11-13: Southwestern at
Holston, got knocked off in Memphis, March 11-13; Le-
tourney play and will be absent Moyne College, March 14, 15;
from the state. Joining them Owen College, March 14, 15;
on the sidelines will be num- Siena College, March 14, 15;
ber one ranked Bartlett and and the Memphis Academy
fourth ranked Nashville Came-
ron. Eartlett was upset last
week by Frayser in its opening
Region Nine game while favor-
ed Cameron was a semi-final
casualty to tall Nashville Strat-
How fill your 'savers book even faster Redeem your Quality Stamp
coupon that yoti received in the mail, at BIG STAR! Redeem your coupons
every week. You con fill.two extra saver's books FREE when you redeem yourQUALITY STAMP Coupons at BIG STAR!
7V‘vte.*aa'Pte "Rut "i•steic9 91Cescal
rA mos
of Arts, March 15.
VISTA recruits, selects and
trains volunteers for work on
projects throughout the United
States, in the Virgin Islands
Club Installs
1968 Officers
Officers of the Ninth District
of the Shelby County Demo-
cratic club installed 1968 offi-
cers at a meeting held in Club
Paradise on Tuesday night,
March 12.
At the same time, the club
began its 1968 Membership
Drive.
Jesse James is president of,
the club.
munities, with the mentally
retarded and in Job Corps
centers.
There are currently 70
VISTAs serving on nine pro-
jects in Tennessee, and 12
V1STAs from Tennessee serv-1
This Week
ing on projects throughout the.
country.
Volunteers must be at least
18, and there is no age limit.
Only one out of six applicants
is accepted, and of the group
that enters training eight put
of 10 completes training.
Volunteers are paid $50 a
month, which is held back
and paid in a lump sum, less
taxes, at the end of service.
Living expenses, food and shel-
ter are furnished.
ek' 850 POPLAR
ANDREWS OLDS
-PRICE BUSTERS
COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY 
THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
IN SALES and SERVICE—
• "NICK" BONN ETTE
• J. P. (JAY) GUIDI
• BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS
OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER
7
ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
850 POPLAR • PHONE 521-5531
GRAND OPENING
ALUABLE COUPON
*01 lb C11188S SAUSAGE
to First 100 persons
Purchasing 10 gal. Gas
Friday aid Saturday
OUALIT'
STAMPS
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MARCH 15th and 16th
MYLES
PURE OIL
475 Linden at Danny Thomas
PlAi RE Ph
VALUABLE COUPON
OA*
121 S palls or DOUBLE COLA
with 4 Cs purchase of
High HP Motor Oil
OPEN
24
HOURS
VALUABLE COUPO
tiL0I pall 16 oz. OlUILE COLA
with 10 Gallo. Filly.
Firebird Gas .
Redeemable at 415 bodes oily Nedeemalle at 115 lisle, oily
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MEN'S WEAR
Spring Tie Colors
Match Shirt Tones
LOS ANGELES — The 1968
Spring shirts have already
been described as a burst of
super color.
The 1968 Spring ueckties'
take the same super colors but
are brighter and lighter and
and in most cases manufac-
tured with the deeper tones of
the shirts in mind.,
* • •
There was a lot of tatit about,
the Bonnie and Clyde look atl
the recent joint con.'entions
of the Menswear Retailers of
America and the American In-
stitute of Men's and Boy's
Wear and while the influence
greatlyis  exaggerated in- this
talk there is a definite feelidgI
th 30 li hOi broad stripes for the darkties against deep tone shirts.
Some of the shirt manufac- shirts — a very 1920ish look.
turers and tie manufacturers Superba offered a collection
have direct tie-ins, usually be- of figures and stripes in the
sahind the name of a well known me color and in a wide'
desigtrer such as Oleg Cassini range of colors for good coor-
or John Ewitz. dination.
series of patterns
the same shades
suits.
Wemlon had a
weave again in
tones which were
and stripes in
as the spring
new coconut
light spring
a cross be-
tween pastels and true color
shades. There were 34 shades
in the solids.
• • •
Resilio's most handsome off-
ering was tattersalls in high
tones, mostly in pale colors toi
go with the darker shirts. Al
series of 'prints were new and
unusual in muted tones and with
a very neat look.
In the Liebert Cravats line
the story was more color-30
shades of stantung for example.
There were white grounds with
Society
Merry
Go-round
By ERMA LEE LAWS
"Lord, when we are wrong,
make us willing to change.
And when we are righ t,
make us easy to live with."
Peter Marshall
CLUB CIRCUIT . . . Gloria
Ward and Doris Walls slaught-
ered the fatted calf when they
entertained the Rubaiyats Fri-
day night in Doris' apartment
in Capri Manor. No doubt the
gals must have thought that
if their cohorts didn't relish
one dish they would savor the
other, so they prepared turkey
casserole chocked with the
luscious morsels, stuffed bell
peppers, stuffed eggs, fruit
salad, homemade rolls coffee
lIn their cases the ties are The c ors were Mango (rich and a steady stream of de-
limns potables.coordinated with complete out. orange). Aegean Green. Elec-1
fits—the suits and the shirts. tric Blue and Sun Gold which
* • * gives a better idea. The Don•
A Market Survey: Loper line showed five western
Burma Bibas is one of the colors such as Malibu Blue,
largest and produces ties for Texas Chili. Tiajuana Brass,
Weitz and Cassiniand such Ponderosa Green and Ripe Or-
lines as Pauline Trigere, Schia- ange-
• parelli and Prince Igor. In all • •
five lines the colors were Ernst (of California who
bright and light and coordi. like the square end tie fa-
nated with the deep tone sirts.
Weitz showed printed ties
and almost matching pocket
:,quares which bore the same
design but in an enlarged pat-
tern.
One group of ties were print-
ed with a typewriter motif—
rows of $ s and c s for c‘ample.
Newest was his Ranchero, a
square in animal prints which
is folded and worn around the
neck cowboy style, held with a
golden ring.
Cassini concentrated on high
collars for his shirts with such
colors as -raspberry, mint and
lime green, fuchsia, orange and
gold. There were vivid solids
and stripes in 32 different
shades.
mous showed a jaquard woven
Dal sley-on-stripe in the BJE
The background stripes were
colorful but subdued and the
interest came from the w wen
in random stripes or figures
woven in thin black .lines.
A line of Orlon fabric ties were
in brilliant colors reminiscent
of Picasso or Matisse.
, At Berkeley there were two
I new items—a sudden revivl of
wider bow ties as demanded
originally by students at the
University of Michigan (two to
121/ inches) and the "kipper
* • *
Trigere. Prince Igor and
Schiaparelli brought in even
more high fashien—colors in
patterns best described as
swirling daubs to tattersalls
and stripes.
Wembley, another giant. co-
ordinated its colors with acces-
sories and outerwear. There
were bright earth tones ,uch as
orange and rust with a great
burst of colors in shantung,
both stripes, solids and all over
patterns. Suitmates included a
snipe.
The latter are up to four in-
ches wide at the tip and with
so little taper they are about
two inches under the knot for
3 bigger knot. Again the colors
were hot. Liberty of London
showed old classic prints but
in new colors—and much wider.
* • •
Damon Creations concen-
trated on matching ties and
handkerchiefs in_ one line.
They were large English block
figures on Italian white silk
backgrounds or on others as
maize, lighter-than-navy, copper
and cinnamon.
The prints were spaced with
lots of the background .3hov.ing
- — 
At liBEY L. DAVIS
With that steady stream
flowing, good music the com-
fortable atmosphere that good
friends exude, the girls set out
to prove that there are other
games besides bridge. And
winning top prizes were Mary
Hudson, a silver nut dish and
Peggy Brewer, an umbrella
to ward off those April show-
ers. Booby prize winners and
their loot were Mose Yvonne
Hooks, an automatic adder;
Beverly. Smith, a scarf for
those March winds, and Mary
Rhodes, a six pack of — fooled
ya, it was gum.
Also funning and gaming
were Evelyn Mays, Erdine
Hall, Mattie Little, B et t y
Payne, Clara Parker, Jewel
Walker along with guest prize
winners, Joan Doctor who has
a leather appointment book,
and Joyce Adams, an ash
tray, along with other guestsClara Miller and Genevieve
Jones.
The PATS acquiesced to the
. call of Lucy Jackson and con-
verged on Benson's Restau-
rant Saturday night where they
enjoyed ham, potato salad,green beans, salad, rolls andpecan pie ala mode, plus theirfavorite pasttime bridge whichbrought prizes to EuraliaFletcher, a green salad bowl
,which doubles as a chip and
'dip; Julia Woodward, a color-ful brown and yellow bread
' basket; WilliQlmein Thompson,a yellow smoke ring, and guestMerle Patterson a gold pin.Other PATS making thescene were Ezelle Parks, the
. vivacious president; HattieHouse Ethel
Young Couple Plans
Early Spring Wedding
DEFENDER
ERMA LEE LAWS
Co-Ette Club, Inc., are Bever-
ly Steinberg, Debra Currie,
Marsha Chandler, Gwen Wil-
liamson, Sharon spewis, and
Janice Frazier.
And the fellas, that is the
fellas in the Explorers Invest-
ment Club celebrated their
fifth anniversary with a stag
at Longino Cooke's Saturday
evening. Helen and Lonnie de-
serted the place to give free-
dom to the smoke-filled den
and man talk.
Voting aye that hearty sand-
wiches and straight potables
can really make the hours fly
were Otis Brown, Bennie Batts,
Odell Horton, Freeman Robin-
son, Charles Patterson, Oliver
Johnson, Willie Lindsey, Jr.,
George Clark, Wallace Wil-
burn, Jr., O'Ferrel Nelson,
John Wesley, Charles Pinkston
and A.D. Miller. 'Tis for sure
that Horace Chandler and Gene
Miller will have to wait an-
other year to get in on such
fun for after all, anniversaries
don't come but once a year.
THIS 'N THAT . . . The
punchline is sisterhood and fel-
lowship for the members of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
and it was very much in evi-
dence when they held sway
with a Regional Workshop Sat-
urday at the Sheraton-Mo-
tor Inn. Delegates 105 strong
came from Alabama. Missis-
sippi and other parts of our
own state. Regional Director
Velma Lois Jones was at the
helm of the meeting which
drew Past Supreme Basileus
Pauline Puryear from the
Nashville and the first Anti-
Supreme Basileus Mary Cham-
bers, from Huntsville. She
guested with Velma.
Carryings on included a.
luncheon, a birthday party in
observance of the thirty-four
years Beta Epsilon Omega has
been functioning and dinner
at the home of Ann Benson
where the girls passed the lov-
ing cup around.
Isabel, ShirleyJohnson, Thelma Miller, andthe sisters two, Mollie Fieldsand Hazel Lee, plus the hos-tess' sister. Dora King who
was also guesting.
Those lovely young things,the Co-Ettes met Sunday withdemure Camille McChristonin the elegant confines of heraunt, Cleora Neale's HornLake Road setting.
The vivacious sub debs keptsuch a banter of friendly con-
versation that one was prompt-ed to say, "Ain't gossip won-
'e u . We re sure Camille'sI mother, Eva White and herother aunt, Marian Morrisonhave never seen such hearts'appetites as the girls attackedand with gusto, baked ham, II potato salad, stuffed eggs,'green beans, crab apples, pick;les, homemade rolls, home-made pound cake and icecream, plus a colorful greenbeverage.
Helping to make the partymerry were Judi Johnson,
"Miss Co-Ette," Marilyn Car-ter, Debbie Northcross, DebbieHarris, Geokgette Robinson
Charlotte Bynum, Janet Mc-Ferren, K a thy Williamson,Wendy Corley, Karen Chan-dler, Pamela Starks, Faronette
Randolph, Melba Sartor, Vera
McKinley, Lynn Jones along
with advisors, Shirley Peace,
Linda Hargraves and the
Sponsor, your scribe.
Others who make up the ros-
ter of the Memphis Chapter
Club Pledges
More Charity
Work In '68
The Sophisticated Few Social
club met recently at the home
of Mrs. Rose Crosby of 1825
Benning ave., and planned to
do more charity work each
year the club gives away food
to the needy.
Following the business ses-
sion, a repast was served to the
members.
Mrs. Daisy Dickerson will
be the hostess for the next
meeting at her home at 1828
Cincinnati.
Mrs. Jeanette McDonald is
president of the club, and Mrs.
Ethel Collins reporter.
Longview Plans
Club For Teens
The Longview Heights Civic
Club meets at the Pine Hill
Community Center on Alice st.
on the second Tuesday night
of each month at 7:30. The,
members of the community are
invited.
Robert Renfroe is president
of the club, and Mrs. Myrtle
J. Fisher, club reporter.
"innie Sue Burford winged
it 'off Saturday morning to San
Diego where she cooing lul-
labies to her granddaughter,
Kristin Suzanne Carter, who
made her debut Friday. Hap-
py young parents are Anne
and Binx Carter. Binx is Dr.
Conwell Banton Carter and is
doing an internship in the U.S.
Navy. P.L. is the proud grand-
poppa and is passing out cigars,
in the store for his first grand-
child.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. 
employed in the university's'
Irving of 1424 Rayner st. an- library.
flounce the engagement of her Mr'. 
James is a graduate of
daughter, Miss Audrey Lanita Booker T. 
Washington High;
Davis, to Frank Joseph James. school and 
attended LeMoyne
Mr. James is the son of College.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard James He is currently studying'
of 1420 Preston. mathematics at the Illinois In- i
Miss Davis was graduated stitute of Technology and is
from Hamilton High school, employed in the data process-
She attended Tuskegee Insti- ing 'department of the Federal
tute in Alabama and was Reserve Bank of Chicago.
graduated with a degree from The couple will be united in
LeMoyne College in 1965. early spring wedding to be
She is presently studying held at the Parkway Gardens
for a master's degree ml Presbyterian charch and will
library science at Western make their home in Chicago.
Michigan University and is
MARCHES CONTINUE —
Striking sanitation worker
aid eir supporters con-
tinue to march daily on
Main at. Some days two
or more marches take
place. According to a le...ler
of Community on the Move
And speaking of babies,
Anthony Parker Booth was
christened Sunday at Emman-
uel Episcopal Church. He be-
longs to Delorise and Chris
Booth. Godparents are Walter-
ine Outlaw, Raymond Bell,
and Robert Flynn. Paternal
grandparents Alma and Phil
Booth entertained with dinner
afterwards. Maternal grand-
parents are Rosa and Parker
Joyner.
Fredric Keith Brooks, the;
youngest son of the P.E.
Brooks, is a Junior at Fisk and
spent the Spring in the Ba-
hamas with several of his
classriij.t 
.. They jetted to Mi-;
ami and took the boat from
there!
Saw in our sister paper, the
Michigan Chronicle where Dr.
• Quincy and Melba Johnson had
made reservations to attend
the $100.00 NAACP Freedom
Dinner at Cobo Hall in De-
troit at which Mayor Carl
Stokes of Cleveland will be the
speaker. Quincy is the nephew
of Ethyl and Dr. R.Q. Venson.
Seems that we remember from
' a conversation that Maria
Pinkston and Mayor Stokes'
wife, Shirley, were at Fisk
together.
Irene "Peaches" Patton was
here from Chattanooga for the
!funeral of Walter Marshall.
She stopped with his daughter
and son-in-law, Walterine and
John Outlaw.
for Equality (COMM, a
group of more than 125
ministers. "We are going
to get more and better
jobs from the city and
downtown merchants, (Staff
Photo)
Leather Soles
In Spring '68
Extend Fashion
This spring, extend your
fashion sense to your feet —
by wearing shoes which sport
the new leather extension soles. I
You'll find the -framed"
leather look a perfect footnote
to lively spring styles.
Spring '68 footwear featur-
ing low heels, broad toelines
and high-cut frontage is well-
suited to the easy elegance
of the extension sole. These
new soles display a variety
of looks. Some are simply
smooth leather edges outlining
the shoe, while others are
heavily stitched for an ever
sportier touch. "Wheeling" —
tiny grooved cuts all 'round
the top of the leather frame —
is another distinctive 'sole at-
traction."
• *
Like all leather soles, the
new extension sole is rugged
in performance. . light in
weight. Leather soles have
permanent "no-curl" construc-
tion, thanks to the tight inter-
locking structure of the leather
fibers.
With spread and stringiness
held in check, shape retention
of both sole and shoe is as-
sured. And extension soles in
particular should be leather to
guarantee a flat trim appear-
ance with no buckle or bulge.
Under every shoe under the
sun this spring and summer,
an American leather sole willI
furnish a foot-sure foundation..
Whether the style is cut-away
or closed-up, there is firmness
and pliability in supple leather
soles.
As the days lengthen and
grow warmer, leather's porous
structure provides a constant
exchange of fresh cool air in-
side the shoe.
Through its countless tiny
natural pores, dry air is taken
l in, moisture and heat absorbed
'and passed out.
During wet and windy spring
days, your feet will appreciate
the water and weather-resist-
ance of the new sole leathers.
IN PROSPECT'S HOME
IN PRospzers HOME
during Red Hat Special
DISTRICT TWO CHAMPS
— Corry Junior High won
the basketball champion-
ship for District 'Two, and
the players are seen here
with their coach. Kneeling
WITH NEW RECRUIT —
Leon Yarbrough, a new re-
cruit to the life insurance
business, is shown here
knocking on the door of a
4
from left are Michel Miles,
Mario House, Arthur
Faulkner, Abraham Dot-
son, Maurice Hale and Jo-
seph hunt. On back row,
from left, are Perron
home in the East Memphis
area during the Red Hat
Special drive sponsored
Union Protective Life In-
surance company. Stand-
WOMEN'S
Page II
Bruchett, Eddie Baile y,
Marcellus Tisdale, Coach
Robert Terrell, Hubert
Flowers Larry Chambers
and Pobert Watson.
ing at left is Lenal Ander-
son watching Mr. 'Yar-
brough about to make gift
presentation in household-
er.
JOB CORP CENTER
Members of Cleveland Job Corps Center
for Women line up to.welcome Dr. Bennetta
Washington, right, National Director of
Womens Job Corp. She is escorted by Cleve-
land director Dr. Zelma George and her
husband, Washington Mayor Walter Wash-
ington. Mayor Washington was principal
speaker at a Welfare Federation Gathering
Tuesday. (UPI)
sponsored by Universal the East Memphis Office.
Lite Insurance Company Wearing red hats are Mrs.
are the debit managers of
queen E. Hopkins
Leandras Jones.
and •
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Clip Out This
Coupon
and
Mail Today
In an Envelope
or/ s' 11.1/Wite//e/oWear/Ai,
EARN $1 to ;5
every week
in spare time
and Win Free Prizes
/e YOU A e • Soy 12 or Older Use TM, C00.00 No.
 
 nt Nan* ond &khans Below •
Tri-State Defend•r
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd. Memphis, Tenn. $
c..nd mu first bundle of papers,
Are You a Bov1
in Care of
Street and No
Pest Office
Piero
Age Opts Ions .
R. F. D.
State
Zw Code No.
Year
REAL ESTATE COURSE
Small Fee Only
CALL 948-7775
PART TIME
THREE REFINED LADIES
To Demernstrat•
STANLEY NOME PRODUCTS
COSMETICS
2/4Mours -DAY or EVENING
$35 Per We•k Commission
Car Necessary
Phone 458-4711 Or 27 6.42 72
• 
Frigidaire and Ace Specials
For March at All 4 Stores
Frigidaire 14.6 Cu. ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator
Frost-Proof!
You'll never defrost agam, No
spate lost to frost. Defrosts
only when needed.
126-lb. size
top freezer with door shelf,
pica can rack, coveted ice
trays to keep food out of
c.tes
4 shelves
I sliding to put more food ug
front. I adjustable to adapt
space to your needs.
2-DOOR REFRIGERATOR FREEZER
'2999.5
FRIGIDAIRE big-oven range
• the oven's 23" raid*, meets
every cooking need from
holiday meals to hos snacks.
• On. big 8" and three 6"
surface units unlimited heat
settings Mona to High)
a on 314
VESTA GAS RANGE
CLEARANCE
DIM.., RENTALS, FLOOR MODELS
1-041IN, 2-14-22 
 
$9995
$9995
$9800
1-WHITE, 2-14C 21  $10995
1-COPP11,14C-21 
 
414"
2- 14-U-11 DEM.
3-WHITE, 2-14-22
1-COPFElt, 2-14-22
4-WHITE, 2 3-U-2 2
2-DIEEN, 23-U-22
 
 $7995
$97"
$99"
All Carry Full Factory Warranty
/-Year free Service
FRIGIDAIRE
12,000 ST U
AIR CONDITIONER
$19995
ASK ABOUT
OUR FREE ,
5-YEAR
WARRANTY ,
NO SERVICE
POLICY TO BUY
FRIGIDAIRE
DISHWASHER
bliarWASSIIIRS Deluxe
Front Lewes., 14 Pleas Settle,
MODEL CeeeDea
16995
V3
eat 00 sect
Or der sy Pease kammIkies Muer,
NO MONEY
DOWN
NO PAYMENT
'til JULY
We Service
Whet We Sell
IS Radio Dispatched
Service Trucks
FRIGIDAIRE
UPD.12L
FREEZER 12-FT. •
Holds 416 Lbs.
169
PRIM VIM P0011
•totucnes pus
rrer-isive
cv.
Frigidaire Side-by-Side
with 198-1b. size
freezer! All Frost-Proot?
FAMILY SIZE
REFRIG.-FREEZER COML
• Freezes Melds
106 lbs. Fresee Feed
$219t!
reCO-16211N I52 ea.%
'Frigidaire Frost-Proof
Math 174-1b. size
Bottom Freezer
▪ Frost-Proof! You'll new' *-
host au*. • New folly adjust-
able shelves nere up at down he
fit foods of any height • 2 rt..
movable trays held 26 eggs.
Easy to clean. tool
ALL 4 Stip,
"fit,-.
*ea &Øf!
ACE APP VANCE Co.L. E. GATLIN R. G. KINKLE
EAST I
3431 Seseuere
.Pbowe 324-4406
WHITEHAVEN
42SS Hwy SI ilAr.
Phew, 2141-091S
FRAYSER
I therm Hwy $I N)
Ph.. e 3S11-45111
LAMAR
2174 Lesser
Pim!, 324411i
NEGRO HISTORY D I S-
PLAY — To mark Negro
H5story Week, Herbert
Nash, right, a salesman of
Peel Richards, Ltd., ar-
ranged displays of the gal-
lery of "Ingenious Ameri-
cans" in banks and retail
stores in New York City,
and here he explains the
display installed in the
Freedom National Bank of
New York. From left are
W. C. Hudgins, president
of the bank; Vincent Cun-
ningham, also of Peel Rich-
ards, Ltd.; Mary Davis,
secretary of the bank, and
James Brooks, branch
manager. Sponsored by the
Old Taylor Distillery com-
pany, the advertising has
been praised in academic
and business circles for
bringing to public _attention
forgotten accomplishments
of Negro inventors and in-
novators. The Old Taylor
company is making repli-
cas of the busts used in the
ads available at cost. They
can be obtained by send-
ing five dollars for each
to: Old Taylor, Box 4868P,
Grand Central Station, New
York, New York, 100170.0
Free booklets on the sub-
ject may be obtained from
the same address.
Classified Ads' TRENTON NEWS
Mrs. Delores Belt Cox studied cos-
metology under the Instructions of
Mrs. Myrtle White at B. T. Wash-
ington High School In 1961.
Mrs. Cox has traveled extensivelythroughout Europe where she camein contact with new wig & hair
fashions.
She is presently employed with
Audrey's Beauty Shop where she is
;specializing in Wigs and the new
Hair Fashions.
We would appreciate your patro-
nage.
AUDRE'Y'S BEAUY SHOP
1786 Lapaloma St.
Phone 942-9135
FOR SALE
Mrs. Mattie D. Ivie and Mrs.
Edna , Harris are here from
Chicago visiting their uncle,
Rem Herron, who is critically
ill. Mr. Herron has been in
failing health for a number of
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Wil-
liams are the proud parents of
another fine baby boy.
Mrs. Lurie Powell is here
from Toledo, Ohio. She is the
sister of Mrs. Will Cox and
J.T. Powell, a patient in the
Madison County General Hospi-
tal.
Mrs. Sadie M. Johnson is im-
proving nicely in the Madison
County General Hospitai after
a recent operation.
Mrs. Eula Wilkins of Dyer
had surgery last week's at the
Gibson General Hospital.
Mrs. Collie Graves of Fort
Wayne, Ind., is here at the
bedside of her sister, Mrs. Nora
Ellis.
Mrs. Jossie Ganaway has
been readmitted to Gibson Gen-
eral Hospital after spending a
few days in her home.
Mrs. Eva Jordan haE also
had surgery in Madison County
Hospital. She is the daughter
of Mr. and-Mrs. John Doaks.
Singer Zig-Zag sewing Machine  $65.00 324-8681 Or 278-5338
Mrs. Shirley Jordan is a
patient in the McKenzie Hospi-
tal.
Mrs. Samella Gentry, wife of
Charlie Bill' Gentry had surgery
recently, at Madison County
General Hospital.
Robert Coplin has been eon-
fined to his home for several
weeks.
Earnest Danner is under
medical care at the Veterans
Hospital in Memphis.
Robert Easley has been cow
fined to his home for a few
weeks, but is improving nice-
ly.
Mrs. Willie B. Barnett is
visiting her daughterT Mrs.
Willie B. Ivie, in Alamo, Tem.
Remember the Brownsville-
Dyersburg District Meeting
to be held on Sunday, March
31, in the Rosenwald High
school in Trenton, Tenn.
TOOTNACIUN
Don't suffer agony. Get 044-JEL, in secondsycea get relief from throbbing toothache pallpain'sPut 
 gone. until you can see your
radent:lit - Itdo as millions do-use ORA-1EL c-
ommended by many den-
tists. Ask pharmacist for ..jemr".77.4
= ;'Ciise Neuselessing
oir•adjei
327-6535 egionnatres PEST _
Need a part-Urn, Job with full Uwe • •i
pay. Sarah Coventry.
FRIENDSHIP — COURTSHIP
Are you lonely? Don't be! Meet new
friends. Similar interests & aspira-
tions. 757 W. 79th St. Ara. 200.
Chicago. III. 80820. Meet your mate!
Send for application.
All Ntrletty Canildestigi !
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTIOCATIONS
•c•is S tart vol.
-Fr Peittfitfcriez
titlelet
HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
, do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h ow
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
• age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.
To Mark 50th
Anniversary
The John Carlos Harris Post
No. 222 of the American Legion
will observe the fifieth an-
niversary of the organization
during a program to be held
at 348 Elder rd. on next Sun-
day, March 17, at 3:30 p.m.
The guest speaker for the
program will be Major George
L. Robinson, supervisor ROTC
in the Memphis City School
System.
Also present for the program
will be Ira Holton, a represen-
tative of Veterans Affairs,
for Tennessee, who will give
remarks about pensions and
other benefits due to survi-
vors of veterans.
All members of the John
Carlos Harris post are urged
to be present with wives and
other veterans of military serv-
ices, men and women.
Earnest L. Crockett is com-
mander of Post 222, and Mrs.
Evelyn Williams secretary
Spring Concert
By Civic Ballet
Is Saturday Night
Memphis Civic Ballet an
nounces plans for its annual
spring cone ert, Saturday.
March 16, at 8:30 P.M. in the
Auditorium Music Hall.
Included on the program are
such favorite ballets as Les
Sylphides.-Don Quixote Pas -de
Deux, and Graduation Ball,
plus several original ballets by
Nelle Fisher, artistic director
of the company.
Guest artists performing with
the local company are Suzanne
Farrell and Conrad Ludlow,
principal dancers with the New
York City Ballet, and Linda
Di Bone and Bill Martin Vis-
count, both well known in ballet
circles.
Tickets may be purchased
through the Memphis Arts
Council, 60 S. Auburndale,
Memphis, Tennessee.
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Banded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
Press Conference For
Students Is Scheduled
A press conference for Jun-
ior High and High School news-
papers is scheduled for 3:30
p.m. on Thursday, March 21, in
Room 304, Main Post Office
Building, Acting Postmaster
Lydel Sims reported.
The first reservation was for
the following members of the
Melrose High School news-
paper staff: Anita Liggins, edi-
tor Leon Griffin, photographer,
and Lula McKissack, reporter.
Representatives from more
that 75 schools are expected
to attend the meeting.
After a brief discussion, the
group will be taken on a tour
of several major mail pro-
cessing units. Opportunity will
be given for pictures during
the tour and a question and
answer session will follow.
Literature will be distribut-
ed outlining career opportuni-
ties which are available in
the post office. Appointments
to all post office jobs are
made without regard to an
applicant's race, color, sex,
marital status, national origin,
or religion.
SAFE BUY!
All Cars Carry Our Silver Crest Warranty
12 Months or 12,000 Miles
FULL PRICE LISTED BELOW
'65 vvr 
 10195Full factory' equipped including radio, • bin new.
964 Ford $1495Galaaie 500 XL, low =lease. FaluiPPed with fact, air and power.
vier/ toy. cream PufT•
'65 Mercury • $1795Park Lone, 4-door hardtop, gold .11th wlilte Vinyl roof,factory air and power; Cleanest in Memphis.
'63 Mercuz7 Monterey $9954-door sedan. Loaded. Air and power. Real nice. One
owner.;
'66 Comet . $1695Factory air, automatic. whit* Urea. Nice car.
$66 Pontiac ... $2695
Station Mason. 9 vassenser. loaded With Power and air, one owner;low mileage.
'64 -Pontiac  - $1095
Tempest Custom. 2-door, automatic. 6 cylinder, extra shawl
966 Mercury $2195
2-dr. hardtop, factory air, Inv, mileage, all power, new oartrade-in. Loaded with other equipment.
'67 Cougar $2395Fully factory equipped and other extras.
967 Mercury $2795Montclair. 12,000 miles, ore owner. 4-door, loaded.
963 Galszle 500 $995
Loaded with air and power, 4 door, one owner, new car trade-in, cream puff.
The Mid•Souf his No. 1 Lincoln-Mercury D. &cr.
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162 -164.166 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sate
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
• 
'N ATHAN'SLOAN
••Immlmrtmler•Mill41.
FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 AL 171I SEAL STREET IA 64300,4
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALTIALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3B0'AgI2LCE !Y'Se Is °DRUG ST OR E
2547 Broad Averw.
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free . . 2mDelieveznO.pen 7 Days9 c7
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
140 College
CENTRALsEs55Hw0A1T7, OrE,N  PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550
NSO SERVICE
T
867 Miss.ssippl
FORD ROAD DRIVE-i14
3199 Ford acted
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 F,eurioncr
G204L-9D3E22N'S SUNDRY
2533 Rork Ave.
3
GOSS PHARMACY
148 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS aRILL.
1247 E.-McLemore
.I. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE.01 GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4 791 Horn Lake RA.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenue
452.3101
Speedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO,,
2268 Pad, Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.
KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentlne
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & N SUNDRY
142 Silveroge
HcGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vane
MAGNOLIA SUNDIrf
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town N•ws.
Po Par •
i 0 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & D.I. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 42
209 130ole
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnets
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
•1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orisons
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Partway E.
9484531
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
24.4.5 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemore
948-4576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
ASS E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. Mc Limner*
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & MagarEn••
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Cheri Rio
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Rellksgton
PRESCOTT DRUGS
Su Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Lothar,
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
